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Second issue. More ours, closer to our thoughts, even if put together more rapidly. 

While working on it, we noticed a connecting thread running through all the pages of the 
magazine. Something that came spontaneously from all of us, even though we never said it aloud. 

A thought that starts with a negation. 
Enrico Mattei didn’t think about the extreme consequences of his powerful reconstructive vision. 

He didn’t think he was risking his life as he plunged his hands 
into the grime of Italian and world politics.

Lisetta Carmi didn’t care to listen to the voices of her parents or of conformists, when she became the first person in the 
Sixties to photograph the most disreputable social class: transvestites.

Lisa Morpurgo didn't resist following her rational thought process and proved 
to the world that even astrology is a science.

The German photographer Tobias Zielony didn't run away from Scampia when the Lia Rumma 
gallery in Naples suggested he go and live there for several months.

Attilio Solzi didn’t answer the call to success of easy publishing and refused 
to let anyone publish his work.

Elisa, Giovanni and Luca didn't tell the same old story about fashion that everyone 
already knows, with their photos of young emerging Italian talents.

Each one of the stories we have told starts with a No.
They weren't scared. None of them. And we weren't scared, not even for a moment, 

none of us who worked on this little miracle called Pizza.
Pizza wants to collect more and more thoughts that start with a negation, 

because it believes it is an excellent way to prevent the negation of thoughts.
Andrea Batilla

Emotions are part of human life. Obsolete? No. Emotions contract, expand, multiply, destroy our cells. 
Emotions are experiences that settle on our faces and in our internal organs. Being able to live them, 
suffer them, enjoy them, talk about them, digest them and analyse them is what builds our everyday life and reality, 
making us human beings and not just living beings. Our bodies, 
inside and outside, reflect our emotions. 
That’s why some people are beautiful and some people are ugly. 
The difference, which is not a question of aesthetics, is in their ability to feel their emotions, and live them.
Our self is not important to anyone, and success is an old-fashioned concept that is void of content. 
Self-centredness and self-reference are synonyms of void. 
Living our emotions and our flesh, and expressing our true nature in order  to create a common thought. 
The only possible one.
There, this is PIZZA.

Sabrina Ciofi

            DITORIAL               
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ArrivA lA bombA
      Johnny Dorelli        mA che colpA AbbiAmo noi        

The rokesArriva la bomba che scoppia e rimbomba 
ah ah si tratta di me 
dai reggiti forte che spacco le porte 
ah ah arrivo da te 
bambina hai scelto la vita dura 
scegliendo me 
ma i baci che ti do 
ti fan morir 

Se crollano i monti e saltano i ponti 
ah ah si tratta di me 
aspetta al balcone 
che in groppa al ciclone 
ah ah arrivo da te 
bambina hai scelto la vita dura 
scegliendo me 
ma i baci che ti do 
ti fan morir 

Arriva la bomba che scoppia e rimbomba 
ah ah si tratta di me 
con l'urlo finale e un salto mortale 
ah ah ritorno da te 
bambina hai scelto la vita dura 
scegliendo me 
ma i baci che ti do 
ti fan morir

La notte cade su di noi
la pioggia cade su di noi
la gente non sorride più
vediamo un mondo vecchio 
che
ci sta crollando addosso 
ormai...
ma che colpa abbiamo noi?

Sarà una bella società
fondata sulla libertà
però spiegateci perché
se non pensiamo come voi
ci disprezzate... come mai?
Ma che colpa abbiamo noi?

E se noi non siamo come voi...
e se noi non siamo come voi...
e se noi non siamo come voi...
una ragione forse c’è
e se non la sapete voi...
e se non la sapete voi
ma che colpa abbiamo noi? 
Che colpa abbiamo noi?



        GiAnnA     
rino GAeTAno

pArco sempione 
    elio e le sTorie Tese 

Gianna Gianna Gianna sosteneva, tesi e illusioni 
Gianna Gianna Gianna prometteva, pareti e fiumi 
Gianna Gianna aveva  un coccodrillo, ed un dottore 
Gianna non perdeva neanche un minuto, per fare 
l'amore 
Ma la notte la festa è finita, evviva la vita 
La gente si sveste e comincia un mondo 
un mondo diverso, ma fatto di sesso 
e chi vivrà vedrà... 
Gianna Gianna Gianna 
non cercava il suo pigmalione 
Gianna difendeva il suo salario, dall'inflazione 
Gianna Gianna Gianna 
non credeva a canzoni o UFO 
Gianna aveva un fiuto eccezionale, per il tartufo 
Ma la notte la festa è finita, evviva la vita 
La gente si sveste e comincia un mondo 
un mondo diverso, ma fatto di sesso 
e chi vivrà vedrà... 
Ma dove vai, vieni qua, ma che fai? 
Dove vai, con chi ce l'hai? Vieni qua, ma che fai? 
Dove vai, con chi ce l'hai? Di chi sei, ma che vuoi? 
Dove vai, con chi ce l'hai? Butta la', vieni qua, 
chi la prende e a chi la da! Dove sei, dove stai? 
Fatti sempre i fatti tuoi! Di chi sei, ma che vuoi? 
Il dottore non c'e' mai!Non c'e' mai! Non c'e' mai! 
Tu non prendi se non dai! Vieni qua, ma che fai? 
Dove vai, con chi ce l'hai? Butta la', vieni qua, 
chi la prende e a chi la da! Dove sei, dove stai? 
Fatti sempre i fatti tuoi! Di chi sei, ma che vuoi? 
Il dottore non c'e' mai! Non c'e' mai! Non c'e' mai! 
Tu non prendi se non dai! Vieni qua, ma che fai? 

Parco Sempione 
verde e marrone 
dentro la mia città 
metto su il vibro 
leggo un bel libro 
cerco un po' di relax 

All'improvviso 
senza preavviso 
si sente un pim pam pum 
un fricchettone 
forse drogato 
suona e non smette più 
questo fatto mi turba 
perchè suona di merda 
non ha il senso del ritmo 
e non leggo più il libro 
quasi quasi mi alzo 
vado a chiedergli perchè 
ha deciso che, cazzo, 
proprio oggi 
niente lo fermerà. 

Piantala con sti bonghi 
non siamo mica in Africa 
porti i capelli lunghi 
ma devi fare pratica 
sei sempre fuori tempo 
così mi uccidi l'Africa 
che avrà pure tanti problemi 
ma di sicuro non quello del ritmo 

Dai barbun cerca de sunà mèj 
Che sun drèè a fa balà i pèe 
Anca se g'ho vuttant'an vo giò 
in balera cunt la mia mièe 
Ohèèèèè che dü bal 

Me te s'cepet l'uregia 
Ti, i tò sciavat e i bonghi 

Caro signore 
sa che le dico 
questa è la libertà 
sono drogato 
suono sbagliato 
anche se a lei non va 

Non vado a tempo 
lo so da tempo 
non è una novità 
io me ne fotto 
cucco di brutto 
grazie al mio pim pum pam 

Questa cosa mi turba 
e mi sento di merda 
quasi quasi mi siedo 
ed ascolto un po' meglio 
forse forse mi sbaglio 
forse ho preso un abbaglio 
forse forse un bel cazzo 
fai cagare 
questa è la verità 

Ora ti sfondo i bonghi 
per vendicare l'Africa 
quella che cucinava 
l'esploratore in pentola 
ti vesti come un rasta, 
ma questo no, non basta 
sarai pure senza problemi 
ma di sicuro c'hai quello del ritmo 
Ohèèèèèèèèèè 

Te tiri una pesciada in del cüü 
Va a ciapà i ràtt 
Te podet vend dumà el tò ciculàt 

Ecco spiegato 
cosa succede 
in tutte le città 
Io suono i bonghi 
tu me li sfondi 
di questo passo 
dove si finirà? 

Ecco perchè qualcuno 
pensa che sia più pratico 
radere al suolo un bosco 
considerato inutlie 
roba di questo tipo 
non si è mai vista in Africa 
che avrà pure tanti problemi 
ma di sicuro non quello dei boschi 

Vorrei suonare i bonghi 
come se fossi in Africa 
sotto la quercia nana 
in zona Porta Genova 
sedicimila firme 
niente cibo per Rocco Tanica 
ma quel bosco l'hanno rasato 
mentre la gente era via per il ponte 

Se ne sono sbattuti il cazzo 
ora tirano su un palazzo 
han distrutto il bosco di Gioia 
questi grandissimi figli di troia! 



Peperone
Edoardo Vianello     

      
pieTre         
AnToine

Da quando tu prendi 
tu prendi il solleone
sei rossa spellata
sei come un peperone
bagnata dall’acqua
dall’acqua di sale,
baciata dal vento
che viene dal mare,
accanto alla riva
pian piano ti lasci
bruciare dal sol
con tutte le creme
massaggi la pelle
ma giorno per giorno
ti riempi di bolle
le gambe, le braccia,
il naso e le spalle
ti lasci bruciar.
Da quando tu prendi 
tu prendi il solleone
sei rossa spellata
sei come un peperone.
Da quando tu prendi 
tu prendi il solleone
sei rossa spellata
sei come un peperone.
Ormai pure all’ombra
continui a scottarti,
nemmeno la luna 
riesce a calmarti,
appena ti stringo
tu urli, tu piangi
mio pallido aamor.
Avevi le labbra 
cosi’ vellutate
e oggi le hai rosse
cosi’ screpolate
che sembra ch’io baci
l’ortica di un campo
ingiallito dal soooool.
Da quando tu prendi 
tu prendi il solleone
sei rossa spellata
sei come un peperone.
Da quando tu prendi 
tu prendi il solleone
sei rossa spellata
sei come un peperone.

Tu sei buono
e ti tirano le pietre,
sei cattivo
e ti tirano le pietre,
qualunque cosa fai,
dovunque te ne vai
tu sempre pietre in faccia
prenderai.
Tu sei ricco
e ti tirano le pietre,
non sei ricco
e ti tirano le pietre,
al mondo non c'e mai
qualcosa che gli va
e pietre prenderai
senza pieta.
Sara così
finche vivrai
sara così
se lavori
ti tirano le pietre,
non fai niente
e ti tirano le pietre,
qualunque cosa fai
capire tu non puoi
se e bene o male quello
che tu fai.
Tu sei bello
e ti tirano le pietre,
tu sei brutto
e tirano le pietre,
il giorno che vorrai
difenderti vedrai
che tante pietre in faccia
prenderai.
Sara così
finche vivrai,
sara così.
Sara così
finche vivrai,
sara
così.



proposTA
      i GiGAnTi       Un sAbATo iTAliAno

serGio cApUTo
Mettete dei fiori nei nostri cannoni 
era scritto in un cartello
sulla schiena di ragazzi che senza 
conoscersi, di città diverse, 
socialmente differenti in giro per le 
strade della loro città 
cantavano la loro proposta, ora pare 
che ci sarà un’inchiesta

Tu come ti chiami? 
Sei molto giovane

Me ciami Brambilla e fu l’uperari 
lavori la ghisa per pochi denari
e non ho in tasca mai la lira per 
poter fare un ballo con lei
mi piace il lavoro, ma non son 
contento non è per i soldi che io mi 
lamento, ma questa gioventù c’avrei 
giurato che mi avrebbe dato di più.

Mettete dei fiori nei vostri cannoni 
perché non vogliamo mai nel cielo
molecole malate, ma note musicali 
che formano gli accordi
per una ballata di pace, di pace, 
di pace.

Anche tu sei molto giovane, 
quanti anni hai?
E di che cosa non sei soddisfatto?

Il fetido cortile ricomincia 
a miagolare 
L’umore quello tipico 
del sabato invernale 
La radio mi pugnala 
con il festival dei fiori 
Un’angelo al citofono 
mi dice vieni fuori 

Giù in strada per fortuna 
sono ancora tutti vivi 
L’oroscopo pronostica 
sviluppi decisivi 
Guidiamo allegramente 
è quasi l’ora delle streghe 
C’è un’aria formidabile 
le stelle sono accese 

E sembra un sabato 
qualunque un sabato italiano 
Il peggio sembra essere passato 
La notte è un dirigibile che ci porta 
via lontano 

Così ci avventuriamo nella Roma 
felliniana 
Equilibristi in bilico 
sul fine settimana 
E sulle immagini di sempre 
nei discorsi e nei pensieri 

Ho quasi vent’anni e vendo 
giornali girando quartieri fra 
povera gente che vive come me, 
che sogna come me sono un 
pittore che non vende quadri
dipingo soltanto l’amore che vedo 
e alla società non chiedo che la 
mia libertà.

Mettete dei fiori nei vostri 
cannoni perché non vogliamo mai 
nel cielo molecole malate, ma note 
musicali che formano gli accordi
per una ballata di pace, di pace, 
di pace

E tu chi sei? Non mi pare che 
abbia di che lamentarti...
La mia famiglia è di gente bene 
con mamma non parlo, col vecchio 
nemmeno lui mette le mie 
camicie e poi critica se vesto così 
guadagno la vita lontano da casa 
perché ho rinunciato ad un posto 
tranquillo ora mi dite che ho degli 
impegni che gli altri han preso 
per me.

Mettete dei fiori nei vostri 
cannoni perché non vogliamo mai 
nel cielo molecole malate, ma note 
musicali che formano gli accordi
per una ballata di pace, di pace, 
di pace

Dilaga anacronistica 
la musica di ieri 
Malinconia latente 
nei momenti più felici 
Abissi imperscrutabili 
le donne degli amici 
E questa storia imprevedibile 
d’amore e dinamite 
Mi rende tollerabile 
perfino la gastrite 

E in questo sabato qualunque un 
sabato italiano 
Il peggio sembra essere passato 
La notte è un dirigibile che ci 
porta via lontano 
e adesso navighiamo dentro un 
sogno planetario il whisky mi 
ritorna su, divento letterario ma 
perché non vai dal medico e che ci 
vado a fare non voglio mica 
smettere di bere e di fumare 

E in questo sabato qualunque 
un sabato italiano 
Il peggio sembra essere passato 
La notte un dirigibile 
che ci porta via lontano 

E in questo sabato qualunque 
un sabato italiano 
Il peggio sembra essere passato 
La notte è la variabile che ci porta 
via per mano 

E questo sabato qualunque un sabato italiano 
Il peggio sembra essere passato..



TuTTa mia la ciTTàˆ
eqUipe 84             

UnA chiTArrA 
cenTo illUsioni
mino reiTAno      

No, non verrai: l'orologio nella piazza 
ormai corre troppo per noi
So dove sei: tu non stai correndo qui 
da me, sei rimasta con lui
Le luci bianche nella notte sembrano 
accese per me
È tutta mia la città

Tutta mia la città, un deserto che 
conosco
Tutta mia la città, questa notte un 
uomo piangerà

No, non verrai: fumo un'altra 
sigaretta e poi me ne andrò senza te
Porto con me un'immagine che non 
vedrò: tu che corri da me
Da un'automobile che passa qualcuno 
grida "Va a casa"
È tutta mia la città

Tutta mia la città, un deserto che 
conosco
Tutta mia la città, questa notte un 
uomo piangerà

Tu non ci sei: io mi sono rassegnato 
ormai, tu non eri per me
Tu sei con lui? Cosa importa, io non 
soffro più: forse è meglio così

Tutta mia la città, un deserto che 
conosco
Tutta mia la città, questa notte un 
uomo piangerà

Una chitarra cento illusioni
e tu negli occhi miei
erano i giorni
che al nostro amor
bastava appena un pò di sole
Oggi che la vita
mi può dare tanto
mi sto accorgendo
che non ho niente.
Tu non sei più con me 
Una chitarra cento illusioni
ed io nei sogni tuo
quando cantavo
Avevo un cuore
tu sola mi dicevi, bravo
Oggi che la gente
mi sorride sempre
La mia chitarra
diventa triste
e piange insieme a me 
Vita della mia vita
dove sei?
Se tu sapessi il male
che mi fai
Oggi che posso darti
ciò che vuoi
tu non sei qui
perchè
ma perchè...
Una chitarra cento illusioni
ed io nei sogni tuo
Quando cantavo
avevo un cuore
tu sola mi dicevi bravo
Oggi che la gente
mi sorride sempre
Mi sto accorgendo
che non ho niente
tu non sei più con me 
La mia chitarra
diventa triste
e piange insieme a me
e piange insieme a me 
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A
s the aeropla-
ne on which 
he is travel-
ling on the 
evening of the 
27th October 
1962 blows 
up, Enrico 
Mattei, presi-
dent of ENI, is 

the most famous Italian in the world. 
The New York Times compares him 
to Emperor Augustus, no less. His 
power is so great that it strongly in-
fluences the Italian political system, 
his strategy so daring that it challen-
ges the global petroleum syndicate, 
the legendary Seven Sisters. Right 
after the Second World War, Mattei 
had understood that Italy was in need 
of energy to kickstart its production, 
and that independent energy sources 
would bring about its rebirth. The 
methane discovered in Cortemag-
giore and distributed to the whole of 
Northern Italy through a brand new 
pipeline, became the driving force 
behind the economic boom of the 50’s 
and 60’s.Behind his sudden death 
hides one of the greatest mysteries 
in Italian history, that has never been 
fully clarified.Italian and American 
secret services are quite possibly 
involved, along with the American, 
French and Italian governments and 
the Sicilian mafia. Francesco Rosi 
shot one of the best investigative mo-
vies of Italian cinema about him - “Il 
caso Mattei” (“The Mattei case”) - and 
Pier Paolo Pasolini dedicated a large 
part of his last, unfinished novel to 
ENI - “Petrolio” (“Oil”).The visionary 
qualities, and maybe even the insa-
nity of Enrico Mattei are part of the 
foundations of the Italian character 
and have unquestionably contributed 
to the creation of Italy today. Doro-
thea Deschermeier has dedicated her 
doctorate thesis to ENI’s corporate 
architecture, revealing a little known 
aspect of Enrico Mattei’s visionary 
strategy. Damiani, extraordinary 
publishing house of Bologna, has 
decided to publish it with the title 
“IMPERO ENI” (“ENI EMPIRE”).
   
   PIZZA – What did you find fasci-
nating about Enrico Mattei and his 
architectural project?
   D.D. - Starting with Metanopoli, 
possibly the best known achievement 
of his corporation, I little by little 
discovered the huge fortune that 
until now had never been considered 
in its entirety. The image that Mattei 
created for his company focuses on 
the achievements in oil and methane 
research, on his corporation’s expan-
sion power and on the product war 
imposed on the national and interna-
tional market. I attempted an analysis 

that tried to place this architectural 
and urbanistic heritage within his 
corporate strategies.  
   PIZZA – What was the innovative 
drive in Mattei’s architectural stra-
tegy? 
   D.D. – Rather than of an innovati-
ve drive, I’d talk about the character 
of the ENI sites, which in Mattei’s 
opinion previewed what the whole of 
Italy should have been one day.  An 
industrialized and flourishing society 
based on family unity, which guaran-
tees it all the necessary benefits: a 
decent home, free access to education 
(school for children, professional trai-
ning for employees), medical assistan-
ce, the chance to go on holiday once 
a year. Family wealth and wellbeing 
are, for Mattei, part of the founda-
tions that enable a nation to compete 
with the other great industrialized 
powers. In this sense, ENI tested typo-
logies that were brand new for Italy 
in the 50’s: tertiary cities, corporate 
holiday villages, motels and the stan-
dardization of service areas.
   PIZZA – How did his project help 
Italy become a modern country?
   D.D. – The Italian economic miracle 
is unthinkable without Eni, being 
mainly based on the discovery and 
marketing of methane gas. The whole 
Eni enterprise was aimed at making 
a dream come true: an avant-garde 
Italy, a country that was finally up 
to date. The key to achieving such a 
dream was the discovery of prima-
ry resources on national territory, 
which would have allowed for a new 
economy to get started and grant the 
country a top level placing within 
international dynamics.Alongside its 
important contribution to the eco-
nomic miracle, Eni was among the 
first Italian companies that adopted 
a real corporate design, based on the 
introduction, in 1954, of a new logo: 
the fire-spitting, six-legged dog – 
more famous beyond the national 
borders than the Italian flag itself.
Mattei always had an eye for innova-
tion coming from the United States. 
He introduced the model of motels 
(MotelAgip) along Italian highways. 
He had his company restructured 
following the American model, intro-
ducing radical innovations for Italy 
in the 50’s, such as the abolition of 
qualifying titles (everyone was called 
“in charge of” from then on) or the 
introduction of open space offices.

 

E
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Dorothea Deschermeier 

IMPERO ENI 
Damiani, 2010.

www.damianieditore.it

Giorgio Galli, 
ENRICO MATTEI: PETROLIO E COMPLOTTO ITALIANO,

 Baldini Castoldi Dalai, 2005

Nico Perrone 
ENRICO MATTEI, 
Il Mulino, 2001
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Enrico Mattei and the dream 
of rebuilding Italy

Andrea Batilla



19Enrico Mattei in front of the office building in Rome, 1961

The ENI pavilion at Milan fair (Fiera Campionaria), 1955/1956
a project of Erberto Carboni
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Agip service station, Barletta 1954Agip service station, Valdagno, 50’s
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Agip advertisement, 50’s
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Methane pipeline maintenance centre, 1954
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Cottages of the Corte Cadore holiday villageAgip seaside summer camp in Cesenatico, 1960
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The ENI pavilion at Milan fair (Fiera Campionaria), 1955/1956
a project of Erberto Carboni
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Ph. Raff  Grosso

Photographer assistant: Fabrizio Scarpa
Styling: Elisa Cambioli, Giovanni Dionisi, Luca Incani

Make up & Hair: Fabio Pompozzi using MAC
Models: Johanne Friis & Felien Bergman @ Women Management

Location: Thanks to Ucelli & Majno Families
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necklace Coliac30



long sleeve knitted nylon dress, Sara Lanzi



draped dress with pearls embroidered v-neck, Silvio Betterelli silk apron dress and jersey stretch lingerie overall, Ilaria Nistri



straw hats, Federica Moretti

shirt, pixel dress and shoes, Marco de Vincenzo



La prima volta sono stata una sera di un capodanno 
del 1965 con un amico che li conosceva. Li ho comin-
ciato a fare un sacco di fotografie e gliele ho regalate. 
Non le ho mai vendute ai giornali.

jersey top, cotton skirt, Tuscia



shoes Sigerson Morrison, sleeveless dress, Vivetta  maxi tshirt elude print, Comeforbreakfast



Imperial Moth earrings, Dead Nature bracelet, The Nest necklace, all Vernissage

cotton demons overall and foulards, Dead Meat



organdy chemisier, Il Sistema degli Oggetti jersey top, cotton skirt, Tuscia45



I    
have interpreted them as a rebus word puzzle made by an inattentive student during a boring school lesson. 
Hence the double page of a skool grid exercise book. The names of the different perfumes have been 
reinterpreted in the logical sequence of a song, poem or nursery rhyme with corresponding and 
self-explanatory drawing. The handwriting is mine, and the names of the bottles in block capitals.
The rest of the rhyme goes like this:“vain MYSTERY that ORIENTAL PRELUDE almost a TIEPIDARIUM 
RELAXATION, that becomes by puffs a SILKEN BREEZE blowing QUICKLY WITH VIGOR and attaches itself 
to me with a single SOLO of SWEET LAUGHTER” ASSOLO di DOLCE RISO”

The 
    Art 
    of 
Perfume

Curated by Federica Tattoli
Illustrations and words  Alvise Bittente

A
lvise 
Bitten-
te is a 
young 
Venetian 
artist 
whose 
expres-
sion 
through 

drawing and word play results 
in ironic, playful and nonsen-
sical works, rooted in a deep 
cultural sublayer. 
He has exhibited in many 
collections and solo shows in 
Italy and abroad, the most 
recent of which is “Mamma, 
perchè l’anatroccolo nella tua 
vasca vibra?” at the Perugi 
Gallery in Padova, which 
currently represents him. 
For this issue of PIZZA we 
asked him to work with a 
series of perfumes created by 
Italian noses. 

This is the result.

IN ODOR DE REBUS QUE GERUNTUR 
Mistero, Preludio d’Oriente, Brezza di Seta, Allegro con Brio, Ozio, Dolce Riso, Assolo, Tepidarium 

(“Mystery, Oriental Prelude, Silken Breeze, Quickly with Vigor, Relaxation, Sweet Laughter, Solo, Tepidarium”)  
all perfumes are by Calè Fragranze d’Autore.

NAKED FOETUS 
Perfume: 

Nuda (“Naked”) 
by Nasomatto

In this case the shape of the bottle 
which has a relatively small body 

when compared to the 
disproportionate stopper, made me 

imagine a rude and crude 
container, a placenta that, when 

turned upside down, reveals 
a female foetus, recognisable 

because of the earrings 
and the long eyelashes. ..
...more naked than this?

EACH PERFUME HAS ITS 
SELF-EXPLANATORY AURA:

Mystery: 
the Power Rangers, idiotically 
astonished that they have no 

identity.
Oriental Prelude: 

the birth of the sun rising in the 
east at the start of any day.

Relaxation: 
is a sleeping dog, after nights 

of partying.
Silken Breeze: 

is the lightest paper aeroplane 
made out of technical drawings 
of the evolution of the silkworm 

from larva to moth.
Quickly With Vigor: 

is the musical score of the 
happiness of a boy who is very 
fond of the collector’s picture 
card of the footballer he luvs: 

Sergio Brio. (Editor’s note: 
‘happy’ in Italian is ‘allegro’. 
A happy boy with a picture of 
Sergio Brio would be ‘allegro 
con brio’. This Italian musical 
tempo marking is translated 

into English as
‘quickly with vigor”).

Solo: 
is the very lonely “Settimana 
Enigmistica” (Editor’s note: 

weekly Italian puzzle magazine 
published since 1932) and its 

very simple, masturbatory 
Join the dots.               

Sweet Laughter: 
is the joker of the pack, 

the punchline in every game.
Tiepidarium: 

is the place in the Roman baths 
where water was kept at body 

temperature.
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JUICE OF THE GORGON  
Perfume: 

Corallium, Carthusia 
i Profumi di Capri

R
ed coral 
is born 
out of 
the 
blood 
from the 
head of 
the 
Medusa, 

decapitated by Perseus to free 
Andromeda:
 « [...] dov’è Perseo, che 
sciogliendo Andromeda, nuda 
allo scoglio marino, et havendo 
posato in terra la testa di 
Medusa, che uscendo sangue 
dal collo tagliato, et 
imbrattando l’acqua del mare, 
ne nascieva i coralli. »
So I have reinterpreted 
Carthusia Corallium as a 
precious juice squeezed out 
of the Gorgon’s head, with a 
Perseus drawn from Benvenuto 
Cellini posing on top of the 
Medusa’s mangled corpse, 
propped up by the bottle 
stopper as he carefully fills it 
with essence of coral...

GOLD AND ORANGE 
TRIBUTE TO D’ANNUNZIO 

Perfume: 
Versilia Aurum 

Limited Edition, 
Profumi del Forte

I
n this case 
“Aurum Versilia” 
by Profumi del 
Forte (Editor’s 
note: one meaning 
of ‘forte’ is ‘strong) 
becomes Popeye’s 
spinach in his 
song: “...I’m strong 
to the finish ‘cos I 

eats me spinach, I’m Popeye the 
sailor man...tutuuuu!!!”. Popeye 
drinks the perfume to capture 
its essence in place of his usual 
spinach (Editor’s note: Aurum 
is a famous Italian liqueur 
based on brandy and orange 
infusion, made in the Pescara 
area): “the name of the liqueur 
was chosen by the founder of 
the “Amedeo Pomilio” 
factory, after a suggestion from 
his friend the poet Gabriele 
D’Annunzio at the start of the 
1900’s. The name is a reference 
to the recipe’s Roman origins. 
The word is derived from a 
play on the Latin word aurum, 
which means gold, and 
aurantium, which means 
orange.”. So, a rush of energy, 
a strong perfume...to keep ones 
mouth full.
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53Women
next door

Jean Marc Mangiameli
Ph. Attilio Solzi



E
xperimental, 
searching, 
oriented 
towards a 
hyperrealistic 
vision of the 
femminine 
world, 
Attilio Solzi is 
a professional 

photoreporter with a passion for art 
photography. Born in 1963 in the 
province of Cremona, Solzi tells 
stories about real and ordinary 
women far removed from the usual 
concepts of beauty, shameless naked 
portraits inside their own houses. 
One of his most interesting works is 
Flat Land (2003), in which the 
voyeuristic preconception is 
superceded and we realise that 
it is the context, the domestic                     
environment, that is the real 
narrative text, the real object of the 
author’s investigation.
The catalogue of that exhibition 
ended up in Pizza’s hands. 
Curious about this “Terry 
Richardson housewives”, 
we decided to meet him for a chat.

   In Pizza you are presenting a 
series of unpublished photos, 
looking at the femminine universe. 
What’s new in this work?
   In the Flat Land project I 
photographed my neighbours, 
friends and acquaintances in their 
own homes. In this work, which is a 
step forward from there, I 
photographed them in black and 
white in my own studio. It’s almost 
more about me than it is about them, 
because the private space in which we 
took the shots is my own. In the 
photographs I also immortalised 
other works of mine that are inside 
my studio, collages, writing on the 
walls.

   Why this choice? Did you want to 
change the level of the photographic 
composition or was it important to 
remove the subjects from the 
context of their own environments?
   Both reasons. In Flat Land, inside 
their houses there is loads of stuff. 
The person wasn’t the most important 
thing, but it was the construction of 
the domestic environment that was 
fascinating and that I wanted to 
capture. Here on the other hand it 
seems to be the opposite. 
The backgrounds are mainly white, 
the photos are taken using a flash. 
The physical presence of the person is 
what dominates in the neutrality and 
whiteness of my studio. At the same 
time there are details that are 
reminders of my world, and the final 
result talks about me too.

   How do you approach your models? 
How do these ladies react to your 
request to pose nude or seminude? 
No threats from jealous husbands?
   Obviously many of the husbands 
don’t know about these photos. It all 
happens in a natural and 

lighthearted way, these women know that I am a photographer but there 
is an agreement between us, they don’t expect to end up being published 
in the press. I collaborated for years with popular fashion magazines like 
Grazia and Marie Claire, but I have never suggested they use this type of 
material. I have an unrestrained passion for independent magazines and 
fanzines and I turn to them for these projects. But I have a duty to keep 
this work as secret as possible, also to safeguard the privacy of the 
women.

   In 2001, you also immortalised transsexuals in the work “Wo-men”. 
What made you want to talk about this particular world?
   I was contacted by Arcigay in Bologna who introduced me to one of the 
epochal Milanese transsexuals, you could say the mother of all the Italian 
transsexuals. That was perhaps one of my best works, the one that I am 
most satisfied with. The project was born with the same intention, 
to let the domestic environment tell the story of the person in it.
Many reviewers of that publication spoke of prostitution. 

   Was that the reality, or the inevitable cliché about transsexuals?
   In all honesty, there wasn’t even one single photo that was about 
prostitution. The subject  was “Brazilian Viados”, hence many of the 
articles that were written about the book were driving at something. 
I was there taking their photos and I got to know them. I knew they were 
all prostitutes but my intention was not to explore what they did for work. 
What I wanted to do was to photograph them and their environment. 
Many of the Brazilian transsexuals are so obsessed by appearances and by 
wanting to be women and be beautiful that their aesthetic becomes very 
strong and is immediately joined to the world of sex for payment. 
In my images there is no investigation of this aspect of their lives.

   Today we have transsexuals in parliament and they enjoy more media 
exposure. If you were to photograph them again today, would you 
change subjects or change approach?
   I wouldn’t do it again today. I am very pleased I did that project when 
the subject of transsexuality wasn’t the object of so much gossip, so much 
speculation in the media. If there is one thing that I hate in photography, 
that I really cannot tolerate, it’s the crudity, the glamour and all the 
bullshit that revolves around certain subjects. Some important 
magazines, like Panorama, wanted to publish some of those photos but 
I refused. Just like the women in Flat Land, my agreement with the 
transsexuals was that they would be photographed, but not for some 
piece of scandalistic journalism. One photo title, one article in a 
publication that you cannot supervise, can turn the meaning of the photo 
upside down and ruin everything.

   You present an aesthetic counter-model of woman. What is your 
viewpoint on the representation of the female idea today in advertising 
and in fashion photography.
   I think the idea of perfect beauty is changing. Just look at the early 
work of Corinne Day, when she photographed Kate Moss. Or Terry 
Richardson’s work. I’m thinking also of the photographers who work for 
the magazine Purple, their shots are decidedly much stronger. 
Although we are talking about a type of photography that is more artistic 
and underground and hasn’t yet reached the famous publicity campaigns. 
Fashion photography, I mean the type that’s on the covers of the big 
magazines and in advertising, hasn’t changed yet.

   In 2008 you went to Romania, with Medecins Sans Frontieres, for the 
famous report on the children who live in the sewers in Bucharest. 
The photoreporter’s work is certainly different from that which we 
have discussed up till now. What is the difference in the approach 
between these two types of photography?
   The difference is in the direct contact with the subject. In this type of 
reporting, your relationship with people is always mediated by a doctor, a 
volontary worker or a social worker. You are never alone with the subject. 
I couldn’t have the same communication that I had with the women in Flat 
Land or with the transsexuals in Milan, where it was just me and them. In 
addition, you have the responsibility of being in a place in order to report 
something, not just to take good photos. You also have to report on the 
work of the association that has invited you.

   What relationshop do you have with the galleries? Are you interested 
in the contemporary art system?
   I have done several exhibitions over the years, more than anything due 
to the interest of Luca Beatrice and some other critics. I’ve never been 
particularly interested in that world, I never wanted to go into it, even if 
occasionally I have been involved in projects. Personally I find that 
environment out of harmony with my work, and also, to be honest, I don’t 
see a gallery or a movement in Italy that is taking this kind of 



photography forward.  
Without wishing to be 
presumptuous, I also struggle to 
find Italian photographers that hold 
my attention, with the exception of 
Fabio Paleari and a few others. 
I can’t find a point of reference for my                    
photographic art.

   Could this be because there is no 
communication aimed at creating a 
system – a problem that affects all 
the creative sectors in some way, 
and many people complain about it.
   Yes, there are infinite galleries all 
over Italy, but often their aims and 
their research projects are not 
sufficiently connected between them, 
let’s say that there is no clear point of 
reference.

   

Do you think that overseas you would 
be more stimulated to 
produce and exhibit your work?
   I have no idea. You must remember 
that I would prefer that many of these 
works do not achieve great visibility. 
I am much more interested in publica-
tions, as I said, I am a great collector of 
fanzines, books, independent 
magazines.

   What’s your favourite pizza?
   Sorry to be predictable but it’s the
Margherita!
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“Via del Campo c'è una graziosa 
gli occhi grandi color di foglia 
tutta notte sta sulla soglia 
vende a tutti la stessa rosa”.
Fabrizio De AndrèL

isetta Carmi, 
now 86 
years old, began 
photographing 
transvestites in 
1965 at a New 
Year party, in the 
Via del Campo 
area of Genoa - 
one of the first 

homosexual ‘ghettoes’ in Italy.
What we are publishing is partly her 
work and partly the result of our 
meeting with her.
The photos are from a book published 
in 1972, which she left at the entrance 
of the ashram she set up in Cisternino 
in Apulia.
The comments written in pen are 
by anonymous visitors.
The scientific world today still 
considers transsexuality to be 
an identity issue that can only be 
resolved with surgical intervention.
The endocrinologists who prescribe 
male or female hormones have the 
strange task of making healthy 
organs into sick ones.

Carlo Madesani, founder of the gallery 
Onepieceart in Roma, has opened a new 

gallery in Milan, his birthplace.

Camera16 Contemporary Art intends to focus 
attention on the searching of artists, 

photographers and others, both historical and 
contemporary, trying to open new windows on 

the world of contemporary art.
Recently the gallery has shown the 

photographs of Irina Ionesco, Nigel Coates 
and Massimo Listri and the photoreporters 

Francesco Acerbis, Alfredo Bini, Massimiliano 
Clausi, Mauro D'Agati, Stefano De Luigi, Giulio 
Di Sturco, Marco Gualazzini, Pietro Masturzo, 

Mimì Mollica and Alessandro Vincenzi.

Treating 
Everything 
As If 
everything 
Were At Its 
Limits

Lisetta Carmi 
And The 

Tranvestites 
Of Genoa

Interview Andrea Batilla
Ph. Lisetta Carmi

Book Photos – Paolo Consaga

In collaboration with Carlo Madesani’s 
gallery Camera16, Via Pisacane 16, Milano.

www.camera16.it.



I worked with the transvestites from 1965 
to 1971, I protected them and defended them. 
In absolute friendship.

The work started thanks to a friend. In those 
days, a young person who hung out with the 
transvestites was considered quite crazy.

I am old, I only write by hand and everybody loves 
getting handwritten letters. 
I mail them with only sixty cents.
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Sometimes I would be behind a curtain, 
waiting for the client to finish what 
he wanted to do, and then 
I would come out. Morena is the one who inspired De Andre’ 

to write “Via del Campo”. She was a mother. 
She had wanted to be a nun. Her house was full of 
religious images, as well as a beautiful portrait of 
her dressed as a nun. 
She called me thirty years later, before she died. 
We embraced.
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When we wanted to publish the book, things got quite dramatic.
I always worked in order to understand. 

I couldn’t have cared less about the photographs. It was a world that nobody could enter.



There are no men and 
women, there are human beings.

Parents damage their children by trying to 
educate them. It’s enough to give them good 
examples. The family is a prison. 69

When I was small I wanted to be a boy, but 
through spending time with the 
transvestites I understood that really 
I was happy to be a woman, but I rejected 
the traditional role. Women have to be 
mothers, wives, lovers.



The places the transvestites lived in were rented to 
them at high prices by the rich families of Genoa.

Men who go with transvestites are 
pigs. Good bourgeois ones, lots of 
priests. Often they go just to talk 
with them, to escape their daily 
reality.
 



Transvestitism was a crime, they were often 
arrested. The police wanted to arrest me too 
because I was a communist.

The first time was New Year in 1965, with a friend 
who knew them. I started to take loads of photos 
which I gave to them. 
I never sold them to the papers.

The price at the time was 5,000 or 10,000 Lire.



The book should have been published by a 
communist publisher, but at the time the 
communists were also moralists and in the 
end he pulled out.

The public reaction to the book was shocking. 
The bookshops in Milan wouldn’t put it on the 
shelves. Cesare Musatti refused to present it, 
saying that for him they should all have been put in 
hospital. In the end, it was presented by Mario Mieli 
in Milan and Dacia Maraini in Rome.

The transvestites and transsexuals 
today are appalling.

The most beautiful ones got their 
operations done in Casablanca.

Beautiful Elena was a crane operator at Italsider 
before becoming a transvestite. Then she married a 
lesbian because she thought she could have a real 
family life. In the end it didn’t work. She really 
enjoyed being a transvestite more than she enjoyed 
making minestrone soup.
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The book also contains extracts of interviews I did 
together with the psychoanalyst Elvio Facchinelli.
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“A photographic stance that captures moments, visions, details, smells and 
sensations, the profound satisfaction of structural perfection, essential beauty, 
clean visuals, the strength of colour, fabrics with character”. With these words 
Rolando Rocchetti, born in 1987 in Senigallia in the province of  Ancona, describes 
himself through his work. Rocchetti will be one of the protagonists in the Italian 
fashion system in the next decade. In these pages we are presenting an email 
conversation with him, and some images of the 2011-2012 Fall-Winter collection 
with which he recently graduated from IED Moda Lab Milan. 

T
he garments shot in this editorial are part of your graduate 
collection: what’s the story behind it? How did you go about 
making this capsule, did you collaborate with any specific 
company and how?
What I really wanted to achieve was to create my collection as 
though I was creating a perfume. I’ve always been fascinated 
by scents in general, especially perfumes and how they are 
created. I liked the idea of designing a garment that could 
conceal the shape of the body just like a fragrance might 
conceal its natural smell. Each fragrance is a mix of essences, 

used in various ways and in various amounts to create a unique result. The visual 
elements I had in mind for my collection were geometric lines, predominantly cold 
hues and essential shapes.
I knew who I wanted to work with and so I got in touch with a handful of suppliers 
from whom I bought most of the fabrics used for this capsule. Silks from Taroni, 
metallic fabrics from MecTex and leathers from Bonaudo helped transform my 
sketches into an actual collection. 

How much can further education influence the success of a fashion designer and 
what does education mean to you?
Besides giving me all the essential technical knowledge, the school gave me 
enough space to develop my own taste and pursue my ideas. To me this is 
what education is all about, teaching without conditioning. 

What is your main inspiration? Do your clothes tell a story?
I mainly draw my inspiration from the industrial world, factories and all things 
practical. My clothes are heavily based on the functionality of work uniforms, 
of garments created and worn for a specific purpose.

To what extent is your work the product of an individual research rooted in the 
place you’re from, and to what extent is it the product of a collective aesthetic at 
a European and global level?
The starting point is definitely personal and directly inherited from where I grew 
up: a mechanical, industrial, productive reality. In this way my work is very 
personal. However the final result might be somewhat reminiscent of a 
contemporary taste whose main focus is a return to a clean aesthetic. 

Many of your peers have chosen to work within the design team of a fashion 
house; which career path have you chosen and why?
Ideally I’d want to start doing my own thing, for which I already have industry 
contacts, but I’d also like to collaborate with a fashion house in order to experience 
other ways of working. 

You will soon need to communica-
te your collection. Do you think a 
runway show is still a good way to 
do so?
I believe a runway show will always 
be a special and fascinating moment 
what with all the various dynamics at 
play and all the energy behind it, but 
I also like the idea of a more 
intimate presentation through 
which the clothes get to interact with 
a 
visual imaginary.

What do clothing and fashion mean 
to you in our modern society?
Clothing as coverage, fashion as a 
way to appear and express one’s 
personality. 

What are you working on at the 
moment?
I already have a bunch of ideas I’m 
trying to put down on paper for a 
future all-round collection. 



M
irko Smer-
del uses 
archives 
as a tool 
for his 
work, 
swinging 
between 
past and 
future, 

knowledge and memory through 
which he creates little private 
mythologies. He has been selected 
by Careof DOCVA for the exhibition 
“Il Raccolto d’Autunno Continua ad 
Essere Abbondante” (“The Autumn 
Harvest Keeps Being Abundant”) 
curated by Chiara Agnello and 
Milovan Farronato. 
The generation of Smerdel, born in 
Prato on the December 8th 1978, 
is particularly inclined to research, 
reassembling and manipulation of 
images that testify origins and roots, 
probably because of the lack of 
historical story-telling by Italians in 
their 50’s, the fathers and mothers of 
these young people. A purely visual 
culture, linked to values and virtual 
connections that needs to find 
something to hold on to in the world 
of things, and does it all with light 
simplicity, almost unaware of the 
deep meaning that it will be assigned 
in the historical story-telling of 
everyday Italian life in this decade.

   You are one of the young artists 
that is most talked about in Italy at 
the moment, why is that?
   I have no clue, actually I don’t 
believe I’m that famous (or maybe 
I’m just one of the few that haven’t 
left yet?)

   The archive is a founding part of 
your work, why is that? How did you 
get there, where are you now and 
where will that lead you?
   I’m interested in the relationship 
between public memory and 
individual memory, and in how these 
two things interlace. In this sense 
archives are the starting point to 
bring some images (but not only) 
back on a conversational ground. 
It all started from my habit of 
collecting objects, especially 
anonymous photographs, but also 
postcards, magazines, newspapers, 
documents. Out of these collections 
I select samples that can be 
representative of a wider topic, traces 
that acquire the value of proof. In this 
sense it is important for me to work 
with genuine material.

   How do you find the albums, 
photos, slides and postcards that 
make up your work?
   I usually buy them. “Where” is a 
secret.
What fascinates you about our past?
I’m not much fascinated with the past 
itself, but with History, how it is told 
to us and how it is received, with its 
ambiguity and fiction.

   You often have pieces of total 
strangers’ lives in your hands, what 
do you imagine? Have you ever tried 
to find these people?
   Of course, I always try and find 
people whenever I have clues, but to 
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Mythologies

Temporal connections, 
counter-memories, 

mental archaeologies and 
geographies of the present-day

Intro Sabrina Ciofi
Interview Federica Tattoli
Artworks Mirko Smerdel



date it has never been possible because I never had enough 
elements to do it. Let’s say this is the first step of a search: 
what do I have in my hands? Where does it come from? How 
did it end up here? Only afterwards the “what to do?” begins.  
Anyway, what I’m really interested in is the process of 
reconstructing a story through its traces, more than the 
final outcome.

   Your works don’t have a definite shape: they change 
depending on the location where you exhibit them.
Why is that?
   I think the context where a work 
is seen is important and has a great 
influence on the perception of it. As 
I said before, the centre of a work is 
always a trace, a found object, that I 
make use of to build up a specific 
story, so I never start from a form 
and I never think of a work as of 
something defined. I like the idea 
that form can adapt to the specificity 
of a place. Even the space in a
 magazine is a place, right?

   The work you are presenting on 
these pages is “There Were No 
Footprints in the Dust Behind 
Them”, I know it has a very 
interesting story. Can you tell it to 
us?
   The work is born from two boxes 
of slides that I found. The first one 
was labeled: little Federico in […] 
(unreadable) and Maremma and in 
Morgex with grandparents”, which 
contained pictures of a child. In the 
second box: Milan area 13 as seen by 
Federico, which contained pictures 
of buildings and streets of Milan, 
that as I later found out are situated 
in the area between Viale Porpora 
and Via Pacini. I was intrigued by 
the fact that this child at some point 
had taken his mother’s camera and 
had started taking pictures that were 
so precise, as if they were a map of 
his neighborhood. Then I didn’t do 
anything else beyond overlaying an 
image of the child with one of the 
buildings that he himself had 
photographed. I always try and 
create different layers of reading in 
my work, I don’t like flat works, that 
are what they seem and that’s all.

   If you hadn’t become an artist, 
what would you have done in your 
life?
   I’ve always been fascinated with 
the idea of robbing a bank... though 
not an armed robbery, I like under-
ground tunnel stories.... then with 
the haul I could have adopted a 
thousand dogs.

   Many young Italian artists are 
moving abroad. How do you judge 
this phenomenon, do you think you 
will stay or are you planning on 
moving?
   It seems more than normal to me to 
feel like escaping this country, given 
the scarce opportunity and the (anti)
cultural climate. I also keep thinking 
about it, though recently it has 
become a kind of a fashion in my 
environment. Think of the Berlin 
phenomenon. I don’t want to say that 
everything isn’t harder and “feudal” here, but I also like to 
believe that if your work is good, in some way it will eventually 
stand out, and there is no shortcut for that. As for me, I’d like 
to go away for a little while, but I want to find the right chance 
and at the moment I have no plans.
The next project that you will work at...
I wish I could tell you, but “They” wouldn’t allow me to.

What’s your favourite Pizza?
The fried pizza at DiMatteo, in Naples. I also have 
a weird fetishism for frozen pizzas and for the mini-pizzas 
that you can buy at the baker’s.

www.privatemythologies.com
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L
eila Palermo is 
immediately 
recognisable for 
her innate elegance, 
her light footstep, 
her blonde hair 
and her strong voice. 
She is a profound and 
quiet icon who does 
not like being in the 

limelight.We were able to interview and 
photograph her.This will be the first of 
a series of portraits of personalities who, 
for us, represent the best of the world of 
Italian fashion.

   When did you begin your work?
   It was almost by chance. The way I work 
was a way to indulge the many interests 
that I have always had, and to connect 
them together: the passion for fashion, 
visual arts, design. I studied graphic 
design at IED in Milan and I began to 
work at Fashion, an important 
publication in that field. Then I went to 
work in a communications agency where 
I created a role for myself that didn’t exist 
before: producing the presentations for 
their creative projects and planning the 
strategies to support their press office.
Amongst our clients were La Perla and 
Pop84. We organised a very famous 
campaign for Pop84 with Shana Zadrick. 
People ripped the posters down in the 
streets and took them home.

I can tell you with absolute certainty 
that the collection in question was 
designed by Rodolfo Paglialunga, 
currently creative director of Vionnet.
Talk about being farsighted... (smiles).
At a certain point we got the job of 
relaunching the Pollini brand. 
I suggested we send journalists a single 
shoe, not saying whose it was, but letting 
it be understood that it was a new project. 
When they came to the presentation they 
would be given the other shoe of the pair. 
It was an amazing success. They asked us 

to create a new brand from scratch to 
target a more fashionable public: WHO’S 
was born. The project included all aspects 
of the image and communication, it was 
our first start-up. It went so well that it 
provided the impetus for me and some 
colleagues to leave in order to open 
Studionext.In order to understand the 
way things worked, from that moment I 
also began to take care of everything that 
regarded the press.

   How did you begin to get involved with 
young designers?
   I started with Diego Dolcini, who was 
practically unknown at that time. 
We were his first press office but it was me 
who searched him out and chose him.

   Was there a lot of competition in the 
‘90s between press offices in the fashion 
industry?
   The agencies were more or less the same 
ones as today. There has been some 
change, but nothing substantial. When we 
started I realised that in order to chase 
projects and interesting clients I had to 
move first and fastest to identify them and 
catch them early.  I  followed my instinct 
and strong sense of intuition, travelled a 
lot and certainly worked very hard.

   Studionext from there became one of 
the communications agencies in the 
fashion business that is most attentive 
to new talent.
   Vincenzo De Cotiis came to us 
immediately with his Haute collection. 
He has incredible talent and aesthetic 
vision, I learned so much from him – first 
of all how to work with a creative person, 
with an instinctive attraction and 
harmony. I remember that in the evenings 
I would follow him into the basements of 
the shops that he was working with, 
because I needed to get his approval on 
the material I had prepared about him. 
In his case too, we were the first press 
office. Vincenzo always chose industrial 

Italian-
Fashion 
Icon Vol.1

Polka dots shirt and cardigan 
Comme des Garçons for H&M, 
leather belt and cropped pants 
vintage Haute DeCotiis, 
gold earrings Vernissage.

Leila Palermo is immediately recognisable for her innate 
elegance, her light footstep, her blonde hair and her strong voice. 

She is a profound and quiet icon 
who does not like being in the limelight.

We were able to interview and photograph her.
This will be the first of a series of portraits of  personalities who, 
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Styling Veronica Panati
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Lurex leopard print ‘60s dress 
and ‘50s broche from Leila antique dresses 

and accessories collection.

show, it was very low cost, practically 
underground. Beautiful. My memory of 
him is of a particularly harmonious 
collaboration. It all came together 
immediately, even if back then, when you 
spoke to the press about emerging Italian 
talent, they looked at you strangely.
Now, there is definitely more interest, or 
at least it’s a concept that gets discussed.

   And do you think it’s a concept that 
works?
   Not yet. Often it doesn’t produce 
concrete results. We still don’t have 
companies that are genuinely interested 
in the young Italians, and the institutions 
still don’t assume any real responsibili-
ty for them. The system tends to remain 
jammed in this situation, to the detriment 
of those who have talent and personal 
vision. Those who are in a position to be 
able to experiment and innovate, often 
prefer to conform to some out-of-date 
stereotype.

   What role does the Italian press play?
   It’s concentrated on the mainstream, 
and on protecting the establishment. 
A few individuals, even within the most 
institutionalised press offices, do manage 
to be more independent or simply more 
attentive to the new and different things 
that are moving around them.

buildings, often disused ones: we began 
doing his presentations in abandoned 
places in the suburbs, experimenting 
from every angle. Then we got Alberto 
Incanuti, Bruno Bordese, Clare Tough, 
Sara Lanzi, Carlo Contrada and many 
others.

   What’s positive and interesting about 
staying small and on the edge of the 
system?
   Independence, being able to experiment 
and not having to fit into a mould that has 
already been defined. It’s risky, but the 
reward is in being able to define and 
protect your own identity. Today, I think 
this is more necessary than ever.

   The other important aspect of your 
agency is its work with the legendary 
brands.
   Yes, that’s the other thing that interests 
me. Byblos and Mila Schon are brands 
with a rich history, and it’s exciting to get 
to know them and relaunch them. Next 
to them we have brands that have reached 
cult status, like Repetto and Dr Martens.

   We’re forgetting Albino.
When I began working with Albino he 
didn’t even have a collection, just a few 
pieces that I found immediately 
fascinating. That was our first catwalk 
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Silk emboridered blouse from Leila antique dresses 

and accessories collection, 
wool pants WoodWood at Wok Store Milan, 

gold earrings and ring Vernissage.

Jacket vintage Haute DeCotiis, 
silk slip dress Marni, 
techno cotton cropped pants Jil Sander, 
sandals Christian Loboutin, 
broches from Leila antique dresses 
and accessories collection, 
gold earrings Venissage.

Chiffon dress Sara Lanzi, 
gold and stones necklace 
and earrings Vernissage.

Wool sleeveless coat DeCotiis, 
Lace top vintage Haute_Vincenzo De Cotiis, 
pants Jil Sander, shoes Prada 
gold earrings and bracelet Vernissage.

   What exactly could be done about 
this?
   I would start by exhibiting a selection 
of new talents in one of those marvellous 
hidden places that Milan has. A sort of 
show, a festival, or dynamic showroom 
of international standard. Italy has seen 
some big business, and this has polluted 
the search for creativity; it has 
established selection criteria that do not 
include innovation and research.

   I get the feeling you’re not in this for 
the money.
   I have often worked with very small 
budgets and I still do if the project 
stimulates me. I have an instinctive 
interest in independent designers, 
if I get into harmony with their vision 
and start to see an imaginary in it, a 
great passion can be kindled. In addition, 
working on a start-up or a relaunch is a 
challenge to my combative nature.
In the past I have chosen not to work with 
companies that didn’t interest me, even if 
the budgets were interesting. 
Because this is not a job. This is my life.

   What characteristics does a 
communications agency need today?
   At the base is its own vision. Then it 
needs to know how to propose or 
interpret tailor-made projects for its 
clients, whether they are structured 
companies or independent designers.

   The photos Marco Marzocchi took of 
you are very beautiful. Do you 
recognise yourself in them?
   Yes, I really like them. I don’t enjoy 
being on display but Marco has a raw 
talent, he’s very good at capturing 
moments.

   What do you like in fashion?
   I still haven’t found a better phrase than 
this: “I’m always suggested by something 
I’ve never seen before” (Diana Vreeland).

Leila Palermo shares with 
Pizza the passion for research 
and nourishing talents. Pizza 
shares with Leila a love of cats, 
vigorous discussions, team 
work and good cooking.



92Amongst the scholars who have 
contributed to the diffusion of astrology as a means to 

understanding human 
psychology, Morpurgo is certainly 
a luminary. A brief and emotional 

reconstruction of her life, as told by an
 artist and relative.

Maria Cristina Vimercati

I
n 1971, with her book 
L’introduzione all’
astrologia 
(“An Introduction to 
Astrology”), published 
by Longanesi, the 
writer and astrologer 
Lisa Morpurgo paved the 
way to the understanding 
of human behaviour 

through the reading of astral charts, 
an interpretation based on the 
preservation of scientific research 
methods and humanistic 
investigation. A revolution for 
the world of astrology.
   In the spring of 1975 two more 
extraordinary books  were published 
: Bimbo Astrologico (“Astrology’s 
child”) and L’Astrologia e l’amore 
(“Astrology and love”) on the 
emotional tendencies of each star 
sign linked to the position of Venus, 
planet of love, in the birth chart. 
   In November of the same year 
Longanesi published Macbarath, 
her second novel, a science-fiction 
work which, as she herself said, was 
“a superb way to spread some very 
serious hypotheses in the guise of an 
innocent fairytale”. Two other novels 
to mention - Madame andata e ritorno 
(“Lady go and come back”) in 1968 
and La noia di Priapo (“The boredom 
of  Priapo”) in 1988, before we go 
quickly back to the post-university 
years that Lisa Morpurgo spent 
working at the Longanesi publishers.       
There, strengthened by her 
knowledge of four languages, she 
worked mainly translating from 
English. Whilst translating 
Francoise Regis Bastide’s “The 
Zodiac” she discovered her passion 
for astrology – a journey full of both 
potential and difficulty. 
   Her “first guinea-pigs”, as she 
herself calls them, were her good 
friends, writers, musicians and 
painters - Montale, Buzzati, Piovene, 
Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Mario 
Vargas Liosa - not an easy task as 
they were people who had very little 
spare time, but with whom she 
shared great reciprocal esteem. 
   But I would like to go further back 
in time because I believe that the real 
starting point is in the educational, 
explorational and experiential 
values to be found in adolescence, 
the high school and grammar school 
years and the years of the 
evacuations.
   In an attempt to condense my 
memories and those of my family, 
whilst respecting the privacy of the 
famous and not-so-famous characters, 
who are however very important 
in Italian culture and society, here is 
the story.

   11 VIA RUGABELLA, MILAN    
   Having lost her father at a very 
early age, my aunt Lisetta and her 
mother Giannina Vezzoli Dordone 
moved into the beautiful house, a 
national monument, at number 11 
Via Rugabella, Milan. My maternal 
grandmother, Maria Vezzoli (also 
a young widow) already lived there 

with her four children: Paolo born 
in1924, Vittoria born in 1926, Carlo 
born in 1927 and Alberta, my mother, 
born in 1929.
   The four children’s bedrooms were 
on the mezzanine floor, which was 
also the area where they kept busy 
with their studies. Upstairs on the 
main floor was the dining room, the 
piano, and the rooms where Lisetta, 
Giannina and great-grandmother 
Elisa Vezzoli slept. On the ground 
floor lived the lawyer Delio Tessa, 
famous for his books of Milanese 
poetry, and the painter Filippo De 
Pisis. In the house only Lisetta was 
allowed to greet him. De Pisis gave 
her a painting of the Ireos for 
Christmas in 1942, when they were 
evacuated to the Roncaello Villa in 
Brianza after the heavy bombings 
of Milan the previous October. 
Lisetta grew up in an extremely 
matriarchical environment. 
   Great-grandmother Elisa imposed a 
strict education, severe and in many 
ways dictatorial, in line with the way 
of living and studying at the time. 
This severity was softened by my 
mother’s personality, proud as she 
was, and also by aunt Maria – both 
beautiful women, intelligent and 
educated.
   They all grew up together, during 
the holidays, through their high 
school and grammar school years, 
and during the evacuations in the 
countryside. All five children 
excelled at Beccaria, the Milanese 
high school, but above 
all it was aunt Lisetta 
who had the greatest 
talent. With full 
honours in her 
graduation exams and 
in her Literature 
degree at the 
University in Porta 
Romana, she also 
took the tenth year 
pianoforte exams at 
the Conservatory. 
Her class mates were 
Nanda Vigo and Lisa 
Ponti.
   More ambitious 
discipline was 
imposed upon 
Lisetta, and less 
freedom to play. 
Her studies and 
brilliant insights 
came to her, as my 
uncles testify, most 
naturally. They said 
that she “had the 
edge over 
everything!” 
The house was 
frequented by 
talented young 
men: Pinetto, 
Fabio Morpurgo 
and his brother 
Claudio, the 
Maino family, 
Enzo…Fabio, an 
eye specialist 
(and great   

organist) and Lisetta had two children: 
Anna and Giorgio.
   So it was that in this climate of great cul-
ture, achievement, intellectual and artistic 
talent joined to an old-fashioned concept 
of family in the positive sense (which in 
others has turned a great character, albeit 
reserved, into a somewhat short-tempered 
one) were planted the seeds that grew into 
the draft of the masterpiece, published in 
1979 by Sperling & Kupfer, Il convitato di 
Pietra (“The stone dinner guest”).

    THE RESEARCH   
   The methodical process, the logic, the 
scientific and rational approach, as 
concrete as it is philosophical and 
intuitive, have marked the path of a life in 
favour of astrology. 
   Lisa Morpurgo, with her great 
intellectual depth and dialectical ability 
applied to the Zodical revolution, has left 
us in inheritance a series of publications 
of fundamental importance and discovery. 
The new investigative methods, built upon 
great respect for the cosmos and the 
constellations, evolve from the Ptolemaic 
traditions, with scientific precision ap-
plied to the use of the planetary symbols.     
We owe her the calculation of the twelve 
astrological houses in the astral chart, 
the planetary houses and exaltations, 
the symbolism of the number twelve, the 
discovery of two new planets, X and Y, and 
the rational research into the concept of 
shadow and transparency, the study of 
sequences and complements, and the wise 
and concrete vision of the psychological 
potential in the readings of astral 
divination.

N

THE WOMAN 
WHO DISCOVERED 

TRUTH.

Lisa Morpurgo, Livigno



   ASPECT OF THE RESEARCH   
   The importance of Lisa Morpurgo’s 
work is in the value of research, a 
value that brought her to teaching 
and to the foundation of the School 
of Astrology - which is, thanks to her 
colleagues, still fundamental today in 
the learning and development and 
diffusion of astrology as scientific 
study, and not divinatory art. 
   During the ‘80s and ‘90s, 
Morpurgo’s mammoth work Lezioni 
di Astrologia (“Astrology Lessons”) 
was published by Longanesi, a 
collection of four books dedicated to 
the in-depth study of the meaning of 
the zodiac signs, the houses, the 
planets and the transits: La natura 
dei Segni (“The Nature of the Signs”) 
published in 1982, La natura delle 
Case (“The Nature of the Houses”) 
in 1983, La natura dei Pianeti (“The 
Nature of the Planets”) in 1985 and 
finally La natura dei Transiti (“The 
Nature of the Transits”) in 1992.    
During these years Lisa Morpurgo, 
in addition to journalistic work with 
specialist publications, daily press, 
radio and television (RAI and TV 
Svizzera), began to collaborate 
regularly with Vogue Italia and 
L’uomo Vogue on their monthly 
horoscope and transit pages, a 
relationship which lasted over fifteen 
years. 
   I must add, to finish, that Lisa 
Morpurgo did not enjoy charting 
and interpreting personal 
horoscopes. She was fascinated by 
scientific research, and she loved the 
School of Astrology, her students, her 
colleagues, the Foundation and the 
Congress events.She placed much 
importance also on the study of 
history, finance and economics, 
reaching high levels of illumination.

Maria Cristina Vimercati 
is an artist and 

astrologer. Born in Milan 
in 1959, she studied fine 

art with Tito Varisco 
and graduated from the 
Brera Academy, followed 
by a Masters Degree in 
Fashion Design at the 
Domus Academy with 
Gianfranco Ferrè. She 

began her career in 
photography as Giovanni 

Gastel’s assistant, and 
has been a freelance for 
over twenty years. She 
has always drawn and 
painted, in particular 

large oil paintings. Her 
most recent exhibition 
was last September in 
Milan at the Stanze di 

Dimore. She has always 
continued the studies of 
astrology that she began 
with Lisa Morpurgo as 

an adolescent, furthering 
her development with 

the astrologer and 
academic Ugo Mazzola.

The gardens of the family home in Milan Via Rugabella

Anna & Giorgio Morpurgo

Lisa Morpurgo, top center, at the sea with brothers and cousins
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Story Andrea Batilla
Ph. Tobias Zielony Courtesy 

of gallery Lia Rumma, Naples

scAmpiA
TobiAs Zielony
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Tobias Zielony was born in 1973 in 
Wuppertal, the city that was home 
to Pina Bausch until last year, and 
studied at the Academy of Visual 
Arts in Lipsia. He studied 
documentary photography at the 
University of Wales, in Newport. 
He received several study grants 
in the United States, and since 
September 2009 holds the chair in 
artistic photography at the Kunst 
Hochschule fuer Medien in 
Cologne. 
He currently lives and works in 
Berlin. The project “Vele” has been 
shown at the Kunstverein in 
Hamburg, the Kunstverein in 
Dortmund, the Modern Art 
Museum in Frankfurt and at the 
Gallery Lia Rumma in Naples

T
he Sails of 
Scampia 
have been 
photographed 
dozens of times, 
more recently 
in the cinemato-
graphic version 
of Roberto 
Saviano’s film 

                                       Gomorra. 
In their immobility they have become 
a national monument to the pliability 
of this town.
Nothing remains of Francesco di Sal-
vo’s original 1962 project, after Law 
no. 167 on social construction. The 
whole area has been declared 
uninhabitable, three of the sails have 
already been knocked down and the 
rest soon will be.

The photographer Tobias Zielony spent 
the whole of October 2007 and repeated 
periods during the following year 
exploring, as his work habitually does, 
the way the adolescents of Naples’ 
suburban neighbourhoods present 
themselves, their postures and their 
way of biding time, looking at their 
improvised meeting places in the eastern 
and northern areas of the city, arriving 
in the end at the Sails of Scampia.

This is the first time PIZZA features a 
non-Italian artist, perhaps beginning an 
examination of the way the Bel 
Paese is viewed beyond its borders, 
without questioning our original idea: 
that of looking at ourselves from up 
close.

Law 18 April 1962, no. 167
Order in favour of the acquisition 
of areas for economic and social 

construction projects. Modified and integrated with the 
laws of 21 July 1965, no. 904 and 22 October 1971, 

no. 865 article 1.
1. Boroughs with populations of over 50,000 or that are 
Provincial capitals, are required to draw up plans of the 
areas destined for the construction of low-cost or social 
housing, as well as the complementary structures and 

services, urban and social, including public green areas.
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leTTrA

S
ome encounters are decisive, 
chapters that can alter and 
influence an author’s path or, 
even more fatally, a child’s gaze. 
Starting from a tiny yet very 
significant detail, Nicola Russo 
thinks back over and reconstructs a 
story, private at first, linked to his 
childhood and to his fascination for 
a secret show: the one that he used 

to attend when he was about six, watching secretly in 
silence. “What enchanted me was the ritual and the 
seriousness with which Elettra and Alfonso prepared 
for their work.  They used to rehearse in a room below 
the house and I used to spy on them, crouching on the 
top step of a spiral staircase, hoping they wouldn’t see 
me. I think this image says more than words can about 
the spirit with which, many years later, I approached 
the life of Elettra Romani”.
   Elettra, precisely. Well, who is Elettra?
   Elettra Romani was born in Paliano, a small village 
in the province of Frosinone: former dancer, soubrette 
and supporting actress. Hers was a very hard life 
devoted to the stage, infused with a sense of 
misfortune and tragic beauty: from her birth that 
caused her mother’s death, to her escape from her 
family and the province and more, to the birth of a 
daughter whom she would have had to abandon, being 
underage and lacking the documents to prove her 
maternity. Through this woman’s life we can parallel 
Italian history from fascism to the 70’s. 
From this incredible and by no means ordinary human 
affair, a show is born: Elettra: Biografia di una 
persona comune (Elettra: Biography of an ordinary 
person) by Sara Borsanelli, Nicola Russo (who is also 
the director), and produced by Monstera.
There is something melting and at the same time 
hyper-contemporary in the 83-year-old face of Elettra 
Romani that stands out against the stage’s backdrop. 
A real face, almost a landscape of features, that tells 
of the struggle and tragedy of show business whilst 
becoming extremely eloquent in its dialogue with 
whatever the show has generated, its dreams and 
the shadows that they cast.

A different
‘Voi mi avete fatto liberare, perché è uscito 

fuori tutto. I fantasmi che stanno negli 
armadi che vengono fuori quando dormo, 
quando non dormo... almeno l’ho detto… a 

qualcuno che forse c’ha creduto. E tanti 
possono di’: “Ma tu sei un’attrice quindi stai 

a recita’
'You made me release, because everything 

came out. The ghosts that are in the 
wardrobes, who come out when I’m asleep, 
when I’m not asleep... At least I said it... to 

someone who perhaps believed it. And many 
will say: “But you’re an actress, so you’re 

acting”' 

e
Riccardo Conti
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Within this symbolic space the two 
excellent actors, Russo and 
Borsanelli, play their roles. It’s their 
two bodies that give flesh to the 
character of Elettra, 
crossing, as theatre and dreams can, 
the gender borders while keeping 
that delicacy and subtle irony that 
makes everything even more 
dramatic and timeless. 
And even though she is not here in 
flesh and bone, Elettra’s presence is 
very tangible in the video projection 
where the point of view that brought 
this very theatrical work into being 
seems to be reversed: just as little 
Nicola Russo many years ago used to 
secretly spy on Elettra and her 
husband Alfonso, now it is she who 
observes the two young actors from 
that far away and intangible space 
that is her past, her life brought to 
the stage and thus exorcised.
   What will happen to the world of  
the soubrettes in 30 years? 
  The dancers and showgirls who 
are given the status, in today’s 
language, of “artists”? All those 
faces and bodies that have invaded 
our television and social imagery? 
   There can be no answer to this 
question. It’s the figure of Elettra 
that has never disappeared because 
she never really appeared, or it’s her 
work that is constantly continued, 
crystallizing in different shapes, 
sometimes subterranean, sometimes 
invisible, that have touched Nicola 
Russo who tried to “be” Elettra 
Romani. 
By putting themselves in her shoes, 
by taking the physicality onstage in a 
simple and essential staging, the two 
actors fill with the words and 
gestures with the power of  emotion. 
Off stage, out of the cinema or 
television frame, so far away from 
representation and so peripheral as 
to be fixed in absolute space and time, 
primeval. So, if one doesn’t want to 
believe that shared names or even 
shared characteristics are mere 
coincidence, the name “Elettra” is 
already somewhat heavy with destiny, 
with the tragic and at the same time 
heroic spirit of her character.

MONSTERA, 
a group consisting of 

Nicola Russo, Sara Borsarelli, 
Giovanni De Francesco, 

Marco Quaglia and 
Isabella Saliceti, was born 

in January 2010 from theatre work in Rome 
and Milan.
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invernomUTo
ThundersTruck:           
         The genesis of a real           
                                   iTalian piazza.                

riccardo conTi
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Behind the 
name 
Invernomu-
to hide the 
identities of 
two young 
men from 
Piacenza 
- Simone 
Bertuzzi 

and Simone Trabucchi. This alias, 
this third blended identity, is in itself 
a fictional creation, based on the un-
real but still possible construction of 
an artificial consciousness.
   Since 2003, the pair from 
Castell’Arquato have produced a very 
long series of  interventions, moving 
skilfully from one format to another, 
reconciling aspects that are very far 
apart yet still coexistent, drawn 
together from works of fiction and 
from a reality that has been irrepara-
bly discredited by the dregs that have 
filtered out of the imaginaries of the 
mass-media and subcultures.
   Working with these overlapping 
elements - clashing, sometimes 
romantic, sometimes tragic, but 
definitely contemporary – 
Invernomuto started by creating a 
platform magazine, ffwd_mag, which 
gathered together the borderline ex-
periences of authors who were quite 
often impossible to define and someti-
mes extremely anti-authorial. 
This path brought the duo 
head-on into similarly complex 
projects which, slipping to the edges 
of the art system and surfing 
between different social 
imaginaries and different media, 
structured themselves into real and 
proper exhibitions hosted in 
museums, foundations, residences 
and private galleries, and also into 
the creation of eccentric oversize 
pieces. In parallel, the two 
components of the group take turns 
in specific research projects – from 
the creation of blogs that analyse 
post-colonial musical imaginaries to 
proper secret shows for Carbonari 
who are passionate about lo-fi, indie 
rock, new psychedelic with country 
overtones and afro-beat.
   Among the many recent projects, 
Thunderstruck is an extraordinary 
example of this transversality and 
bizarre form that the group has 
developed in recent years.  The 
project was born, as a site-specific 
intervention, from the experience the 
two had at the residence programme 
“Le Ville Matte” in Villasor (Cagliari) 
during the summer of 2010.     
   The project began with the 
observation of a place and all the 
visual and social aspects that make it 
what it is: Piazza Anfiteatro in 
Villasor is an enormous semicircular 
flat area, visibly out of proportion 
with respect to the size of the town 
and the local neighbourhood.  What 
is more, its style and architectural 
qualities don’t match the stereotypi-
cal Sardinian landscape, but display 
a formal ingenuity that evidences 
an instinctive and amateurish need 

to create a huge space, connecting in 
a banal way some idea of modernity 
with elements that are understood to be 
‘typical’ of this territory, like the rock 
decoration around base of this strange 
stage.
   There’s another essential layer 
to this observation.  Villasor has a 
significant community of 
skateboarders, and the previous town 
council had obstinately denied them the 
construction of a small skatepark, 
ignoring the requests of two 
generations of local youngsters who 
recently reacted, sometimes violently, 
to this unjustified prohibition.  
   After a series of complex negotiations, 
social surveys and interviews with all 
the members of the local community 
and the politicians, Invernomuto 
suggested a sculpture project, taking 
into account the different necessities - 
allowing the youngsters to live this 
space in a different way, whilst also 
making the most of what until now 
had been a deserted piazza with no real 
purpose.
   The young skateboarders contributed 
actively, together with other members 
of the local community. 
  Together with Invernomuto they built 
two cement ramps connecting the two 
raised levels of the piazza, created a 
metaphorical solid ‘blob’ that they 
painted white, and repainted the back 
wall in a silver colour that isolates this 
‘object-sculpture’, once and for all, from 
its weak claims to be the ‘spirit of the 
place’. 
   Then, to add yet another layer of 
imaginary to the sculpture, 
Invernomuto placed a kitsch and 
folk version of a typical architectural 
element on the highest point, a fake 
wooden palisade made out of cement, a 
recurring feature that can be found in 
provincial Italian buildings from 
furthest Brianza down to the islands, 
and all the way to central Africa.         
   A common-enough feature that 
curiously recalls other places, but in 
Sardinia it is particularly connected to 
the economic boom when sequential 
building decoration became part of  
collective tastes.
   This degree zero in decoration takes 
on a decidedly mimetic aspect with the 
social backdrop, with the people who 
live there - after Invernomuto’s 
intervention, they were invaded not 
only by the dynamics of skateboard 
culture but also by folkloric and 
religious events that adopted this 
eccentric theatrical setting as an ideal 
and solid venue for very diverse social 
imaginaries.
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model_ Stephanie
Deep blue cotton men suit Boggi

Broche Sharra Pagano
Skin tone leather sandals Casadei

5
Ph.Matteo Serri

Photographer assistant Luca Spaggiari
Stylist Veronica Panati

Hair Pier Giuseppe for Pier Giuseppe Moroni using Wella
Make up Isabel Strobl for Kryolan.it

Models Cristina, Sybil, Stephanie, Yulia, Eeva @ FASHION
Location Grand Hotel et de Milan
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model_ Cristina
Black cotton men cardigan Mauro Grifoni

Black stockings Solidea
Underwear stylist’s own

Earrings, necklace and bracelet Sharra Pagano



model_ Sybil
Baby blue cotton men shirt Boggi

Grey men pants Mauro Grifoni
Underwear stylist’s own

Gold leather sandals with turquoises gemstones Casadei
Metal necklace with coloured crystals Sharra Pagano



model_ Stephanie
Deep blue cotton men suit Boggi

Broche Sharra Pagano
Skin tone leather sandals Casadei



model_ Yulia
Men trenchcoat Mauro Grifoni

Pink stockings and underwear stylist’s own
Red and gold leather sandals Casadei

Earrings, bracelet and necklace Sharra Pagano



model on the left Eeva
Fishnet stockings stylist’s own

Skintone patent leather sandalas Casadei
Necklace Sharra Pagano

model on the right Sybil
Blue pinstripe pants Boggi

Grey patent leather sandals Casadei
Crystals and plastic bracelet and 

necklace with coloured crystals Sharra Pagano

model Eeva
White men cotton shirt Boggi

Blue pinstripe jacket Boggi
Fishnet stockings stylist’s own

Skintone patent leather sandalas Casadei
Necklace and broches Sharra Pagano
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A
t a time in 
which artists all 
seem to be busy 
tending to their 
own business, 
and the word 
“movement” is 
apparently no 
longer used, 
some of them 

who are distant in terms of location, 
origins and structure of expression 
and content, have begun to work with 
images from the past – images that 
they have discovered, searched for, 
acquired and riedited. Amongst these 
I have chosen two, and I wanted to 
compare their work on these pages 
as though in a gallery, to try to gain 
a better understanding of what is 
behind this tendency.
   Maurizio Anzeri, born 1969 in 
Liguria, currently lives in London. 
Davide Balliano, born in 1983 in 
Piemonte, currently lives in New 
York.
   Maurizio Anzeri has always been 
attracted to faces, which he defines 
as “the best landscape”. The face is 
the first thing that attracts him. His 
passion for collecting things led him, 
inevitably, to search in flea markets 
for old photos of strangers. 
   The work shown on these pages was 
born casually while he was busy 
finishing up a different project; 
during a break, he began to 
embroider one of these portraits with 
coloured threads, just for fun.     
   Looking at the portrait the next 
day, the series “Faces” was 
created. The faces of girls (probably 
the classmates of the photographer 
who took the portraits) covered with 
embroidery which give them a third 
dimension. The embroidery does not 
hide them, but reveals an interior 
world that words cannot express. The 
thread is like a perfect pencil that can 
create Photo-Sculptures.
   Davide Balliano’s images, on the 
other hand, are drafts from old art 
books dug up in New York 
bookstores. The way David works is 
deeply rooted in his photography 
studies, and in having not found 
interesting subjects to immortalise 
on film. The photographer chooses a 
subject, he takes it for his own use or 

A sponTAneoUs 
movemenT

Vintage portraits, 
masterpieces from the past, 

and young contemporary
 artists compared

Federica Tattoli
Artworks Maurizio Anzeri, 

Davide Balliano

Maurizio Anzeri 

Davide Balliano

www.maurizio-anzeri.co.uk

www.davideballiano.com



filters it through the lens, and reality 
is never represented the way it is. 
In this case the subject is found in an 
old book, it is chosen, and through 
drawing and graphic work the 
artist makes it his own. In these 
pages there is the first part of a 
complex project that will unfold 
through five exhibitions and 
performances until its end; a project 
in which he will separate and make 
autonomous the moments of choice, 
appropriation and pictorial
intervention, perhaps a sign that he 
is moving away from this  
nonexistent “movement”.
   Different worlds, one romantic and 
the other more conceptual, but both 
are attracted to images that come 
from the past - both are interested in 
understanding them, not letting them 
die, giving them new life and 
meaning, while leaving attached to 
these images a piece of themselves.

Davide Balliano Maurizio Anzeri 



Maurizio Anzeri Davide Balliano
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first met Claudia Scar-
sella when she was about 
to graduate in Fashion 
Design from Central St. 
Martins in London. I was 
impressed by the 
communicative power 
radiating from the 
presentation portfolio 
of her womens’ collection 

project. She used collage, and I had 
only ever seen something similar in 
the private collection of a friend’s 
father, who was fond of Italian visual 
poetry. In the years following our 
London meeting, Claudia went from 
fashion design to architecture: she 
graduated from the Polytechnic in 
Milan, then went into art. 
   The underlying theme of her jorney 
is shapes, desire, the body, inner life 
and a passion/obsession for 
eroticism that passes through 
cabaret, burlesque, Pulcinella, 
Pierrot, Japan, gothic and dark. 
Her Mediterranean nature, sensual 
and dramatic, powerful, almost 

clAUDiA
 scArsellA

The 
collages 

of 
desire.

Eroticism 
in 

black 
and

 white

Introduction Sabrina Ciofi 
Interview Federica Tattoli
Collages Claudia Scarsella
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masculine, elevates itself through 
her thoughts in light strokes, 
subtle and feminine, precise, 
repetitive and so perfect in all its 
details as to confuse the onlooker’s 
gaze and draw it away from the 
subject, not only visually but also 
metaphorically. Repetition enhances 
and magnifies the obsession, 
cancelling it out, turning it into 
something else. It’s like looking 
through a kaleidoscope to undergo 
a psychological test in the form of a 
game that tests the relationship with 
sex, seduction and eroticism. 
With the weight of a breath.
   Clauda Scarsella, born in 
Viterbo in 1979, lives in Milan. 
She has shown her collages in Berlin 
and Barcelona. On the 27th October 
2010 she was awarded the Premio 
Arte Mondadori 2010 at Palazzo 
della Permanente and opened her 
first one-woman exhibition “Desire: 
a life sentence” at the Barbara 
Frigerio Gallery in Milan.

   The first impression when looking 
at your work is that of being faced 
with fantastic places that one can 
move deeper into, discovering new 
details at every glance. 

   How important for you are 
discovery and unveiling, in every 
sense of the word ?
   I use veils gracefully, I cover to 
warm up, this is femininity. It’s a 
game of overlapping, not sewing. 
I choose the rhythm, I know what to 
strengthen, I discuss, I demonstrate, 
I breathe what I feel.

   Collage. How did your passion for 
this media start?
   It is spontaneous. It’s my story that 
communicates.

   Obsession, Metamorphosis, 
Desire, Asymmetry: what do they 
mean to you?
   I express desires obsessively. 
Asymmetry means method, it is 
movement and life.
Metamorphosis is freedom, the 
freedom to take possession of 
images and do whatever I want 
with them.

   One of the main themes of your 
work is Eros. Why is that?
   Because it is asymmetric. 
It delights, it throws into disarray, 
my mannequins are bodies: 
I’m attracted to what imitates the 
body, wraps it, reproduces it, 
makes it fall in love.

   Eroticism explored by feminine 
eyes is an extremely fascinating 
idea, what do you think of it?
   I can tell you that my eyes love a 
lot, my mouth makes shapes that 
could destroy my teeth, my body 
has feelings so strong that it rebels 
against itself.

   All your work is constructed to be 
drawn down into patterns. Why?
  Repetition is discipline that 
dances, the imperative of perfection. 



Projecting the repetition of one of 
my collages into wallpaper means I 
am projecting the access to my world 
elsewhere, filling myself with doors, 
letting things be known.

   The intimate aspect of your work 
is very obvious. What do you feel 
when you see it exposed to the  
gaze of a public that gains direct 
access to your intimacy?
   My alphabet is mine alone, it’s the 
very depth of the intimacy that 
protects it, protects me. 
The external viewers read with their 
own references, that are different to 
mine. I find it very fascinating that 
anyone can read about themselves 
through my story.

   What inspires you the most?
   I love to search, to search for 
understanding.

   Pasolini and the Commedia 
dell’Arte are an integral part of 
your imaginary. What do they mean 
to you and what is your 
relationship with the Italian spirit 
and your being Italian and 
creative?
   Of Italy, I love the details and 
the overlapping layers of history. 
Really, I love it because it is a 
collage.

www.claudiascarsella.com
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f you’re curious 
enough to search on 
the web rather than 
switching on the radio, 
without even considering 
TV, you’ll find out that 
the Italian underground 
not only exists but it’s 
also quite rich and 
thriving. 

Samuel Katarro, a young songwriter 
from Pistoia, shocked it in 2008 with 
his debut album “Beach Party”, a 
work which can boast of having 
Julian Cope among its fans, who 
reviewed it enthusiastically on his 
blog. 
“The Halfduck Mystery” is Samuel 
Katarro’s amazing new work, 
light-years away from his debut, 
so very different but equally so very 
effective. Orchestrated, passionate, 

pissed off and romantic, an alienating apparent stillness that explodes in a 
devastating cataclysm in which The Beach Boys come to blows with The Cure.

   How do you feel working in Italy and making the kind of music you make? 
Do you feel strong and brave, or more of an outsider?
   Maybe both, but I can’t see the situation clearly from the inside, I don’t think 
I can really judge whether and to what extent I’ve been lucky or brave. I’ve 
always been utterly spontaneous towards music and I want to carry on this 
way, without worrying about whether I’m totally cool or a loser.

   “Beach Party” was glued to you like a sticker saying “Blues Man”. 
Am I wrong in thinking that with the new album you tried to shake it off?
   In a way, the blues part of “Beach Party” was totally unexpected, it’s such a 
strange album that at times it’s seems to me someone else wrote it... what’s 
that got to do with it, you’re wondering? Well, I’ve never listened to blues, so 
I have no idea who suggested I write songs like those ones!

   Starting with the cover, I think this album has got a punk soul, the 
uneasiness, feeling out of place. I’m not talking about the music but about 
its attitude. Do you agree?
    The skull on the cover is just a play on rock stereotypes. I simply wondered: 
“What should be on a rock album cover, but of course... a nice skull!” I don’t 

Samuel
Katarro

 Marco Cresci
Ph. Ducci Burberi
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   Many songwriters use writing as a 
therapy. How does it work for you?
   Well exactly...I love playing, singing and 
writing because it’s so liberating, as are 
many other things by the way, but I don’t use 
music as a medicine. I play when I feel like it, 
and I like it almost all the time.

   There seems to be a lot of research behind 
your songs. Where do you start when you 
have to write a song?
   From the core of a phrasing, of a 
harmonic passage or a melodic line... it’s 
the little fragments that create a song, in 
other words the “spark”. I usually just need 
a suggestion, even a small one as long as its 
extremely clear, to understand if I should 
continue working on a certain idea or if I 
should drop it. Then comes the structure, the 
arrangement, the text...

   Who was your first music idol?
   Robert Smith. To paraphrase him...I’d have 
liked to be him!

   The book which marked your adolescence 
is:
   “L’Etranger” by Albert Camus, simply 
because the Cure’s first single “Killing an 
Arab” was inspired by the reading of that 
novel, beautiful actually.

   Recommend us a record:
   “Loveless” by My Bloody Valentine is the 
album I’d give the whole world as a present... 
but as I always say, if you haven’t listened to 
the Beach Boys first, you’re going nowhere!
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like stereotypes but it’s nice playing with 
them. My idea of punk is the total 
freedom of expression, it’s the only 
thing I’ve pursued so far.

      Unlike punk, it seems to me, as far 
as the music goes, that the focal point, 
especially in the arrangements, are 
the Sixties and the end of that decade. 
What do you find fascinating about this  
period in time?
   The history of rock has seen very happy 
moments, full of inspiration, authentici-
ty and beautiful songs. 
I’ve listened to so many wonderful 
albums released between 1966 and 
1969, many of these are still unknown 
to most people... they’re permeated with 
a sense of freedom, urgency and a truly 
positive strength, without sounding in 
the slightest stupid or trivial. A kind of 
magical balance that I aim for.

   The album cover visually reminds 
me of “It’s great when you’re straight 
yeah” by Black Grape. A coincidence?
   Certainly. I’ve never listened to that 
album and I only know the band by their 
name because some of them used to be 
members of the Happy Mondays, but now 
that you mention it, I’ll have a look at the 
cover.

   At first, the album sounds lo-fi, but 
then the more you listen to it, the more 
you realize everything within it is so 
precisely calculated, from the incredible 
modulation of your voice to the 
orchestrated bits.  Are you in search of 
perfection?
   Perfection doesn’t exist and the concept 
itself isn’t even that inspiring. Nor is 
there the desire to play extremely dirtily 
but, since I decide to invest personally in 
the recording of the album, I expect it to 
sound good!!!! As you’ve noticed, there 
was strict planning as far as the arrange-
ments are concerned, in fact Francesco 
(Wassilij Kropotkin, Samuel Katarro’s 
poly-instrumentalist) had already 
written all the string and wind scores 
weeks before we started recording. 
In the end, thanks also to Andrea 
Rovacchi (sound technician at the 
Bunker Studio), in a total of 10 days 
work, incuding mixing, we got an album 
with a precise and personal sound 
identity.

   While listening to your songs, I think 
of you as a restless soul. Is it true? 
And could you write without this 
restlessness?
   Everybody is restless in one way or 
another.  I’m also very thoughtful, so I 
often manage to go beyond the restles-
sness and express it by always trying to 
metabolise it, so then I can get over it. 
I’m not so sure there is such a direct link 
between restlessness and inspiration, 
it’s sensitivity which gives shape to 
emotions, visions or anything else we 
feel or should feel. I mean.... nobody has 
ever managed to prove to me scientifi-
cally that depressed people are better at 
writing songs!
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B
oboutic’s 
experience is 
a story that 
needs to be 
told, containing 
within itself 
elements of 
strength, 
weakness, magic 
and horror of 

the Italian fashion system. 
   Creativity, craftsmanship, small to 
mid-sized business, problem solving, 
calculated risk, great 
professionalism, attention to detail, 
passion, research, experimentation, 
practicality, beauty, function. 
   Behind Cristina Zamagni and 
Michel Bergamo is the coming from 
or belonging to a province that is 
rich in curiosity and creativity, 
mobile and strong-minded. 
There is the journey and search for a 
new idea for the fashion house.
In their meeting there is the 
union of different and 

with the objects, aiming at becoming collections. Right from the start we immediately found a perfect creative 
balance, the starting point for our work. The first project was a collection of twenty bathing costumes with big ants 
and flies embroidered in fine stitching using an old Singer sewing machine. A job somewhere between art and 
fashion that enabled us to finance the presentation of the first collection in Paris the following season. Since 2001 
Boboutic has been at every Paris fashion week
   Why knitwear and why a whole wardrobe of it?
   Knitwear gives you the chance to create your own weave, your own form, starting with the yarn, 
as well as giving the idea of making, undoing, and remaking. The wardrobe was a natural evolution from that.
   Is there evidence in your work of contamination from other experiences, creative collisions 
with other worlds and other realities? 
   I’m thinking of the connection with art.Boboutic has an urban core even though sometimes there are deviations in 
garments that are paradoxically mimetic. Art and fashion couple up. Photography, music, cinema, architecture and 
public art are sources of personal enrichment and indirectly they do leave traces in our projects. Inside our studio we 
gather anything that jolts our brains, the space changes and this shift is photographed, people drop in to see what’s 
happening and we take breaks in which we cook and discuss everything to exhaustion. Then we set it all aside and 
scribble down some notes that will take shape later and elsewhere.
   What inspires you, what makes you curious? Do you have recurring obsessions?
   Our collection of popular knitting magazines, Gordon Matta Clark and “Object to be destroyed”, Luigi Ghirri’s 
photos, August Sanders’ portraits, the crocheted muzzles on the hyenas in Pieter Hugo’s images, Robert Frank, 
ready made, the old Vogue Italia of the ‘80s, punk attitude, Dave Cole’s knitting machines, Herzog’s many questions 
and films. The banal and the ordinary are a constant source of inspiration.
   Is there a method in your work? A plan, a starting point?
   Usually we’re just surprised to find ourselves in front of a completed collection.
   What is your creative process?
   It’s a kind of journey in instalments. In the studio in Florence, we gather our ideas, choose materials, lay down the 
base of the collection. Then we leave and spend the whole of the prototype phase in Lecce, in the refuge near the knit-

complementary territories – architecture, photography, theatre, craftsmanship, 
fashion – all reaching towards the representation and definition of the body and 
the space lived in, or in which to live. Their young and very personal story is told 
in instalments and, through the idea of a knitwear wardrobe, it speaks, thinks, 
constructs, destroys, modifies, is contaminated, evolves, has fun, laughs and 
surprises, always returning to an exact and geometric point, that clearly and 
precisely defines their style. A project, a product, whose many and meaningful 
prerequisites and contents resolve themselves gracefully and pleasingly into 
shapes which both modify and comply with the body, naturally and without 
strain, protecting it, defining and redefining it in an adult and conscious form.
   Michel Bergamo grew up in a family of dressmakers, and is meticulous in the 
creation of made-to-measure garments. Between 1991 and 1995 he created ATP, 
his first project in mens’ and womens’ knitwear. As a freelance from 1996 to 
1999, he refined his research concentrating on handmade garments. In this 
period he developed collaborations with different Italian companies. Cristina 
Zamagni, architect and photographer, comes instead from the art world. 
   She worked with various galleries and in experimental theatre before 
becoming involved in the Boboutic project.
   How was Boboutic born? Michel is a designer and Cristina an architect and 
photographer, coming from the visual arts. How do your professional 
experiences, diverse as they are, come together and influence your work?
   Boboutic was born in 2000 from our meeting. By putting together our 
different experiences we arrived at the creation of a knitwear wardrobe. 
Our starting points are different but our backgrounds are very similar. 
The characteristics of one have merged with the other and have created 
wearable architecture and habitable clothing. The theories have fused 
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ting factories where we begin to visualise 
the project and the story starts to take 
shape. It’s a bit like doing a storyboard 
and then making the film.
   One iconic garment in Boboutic’s hi-
story is the jumpsuit. What meaning do 
you give it, why this particular 
garment?
   For us it’s the all-in-one, the object that 
is the synthesis of all the garments in a 
collection, the first modern idea. 
   What does research mean to you, 
where does it start and how does it 
develop?
   It’s a shopping list, facts and objects 
that accumulate over time, and then by 
swapping places they generate new 
meanings and new key words.

   During the lesson I attended at IUAV 
in Treviso, I was very interested in the 
story of your first encounters with the 
knitwear manufacturers. What 
difficulties did you have and how was 
the meeting between your method and 

the traditional one?
   All our production is done in small workshops that have maintained a 
craftsman’s approach, which enables us to work on an industrial scale 
with the same approach as working machines by hand. This for us is a 
triumph, as though we educated our collaborators to experiment, moving 
them away from passive repetition, and of course working with their own 
knowledge. An ongoing exploration in the three dimensional nature of 
knitwear and the compatibility of different materials.
   How are your collections structured? Can we talk of lines and 
seasons?
   As we said above, a collection is a story told in images. There’s no talk of 
lines and seasons, but episodes with connections to the past and 
projections into the future.
   How do you handle the communication of your product? 
Does it interest you?
   In our approach there is always a certain untimeliness with respect to 
the times we are living in.
   You are much-loved abroad, much more than in Italy. What’s your 
position regarding the idea of belonging to a territory? What is Italian 
style to you? Do you represent it, is it important that you be recognised 
as Italian creatives?
   Our “made in Italy” is like our “no cutting” and “only knitwear”. 
They are rules, consequences of our needs. Well-made products, 
challenging the limits of traditional techniques, controlling production 
from the prime materials to the finished product, these things have 

enabled us to find a little space and a reason for existing on the market. 
Of course the Japanese were the first to approve of our choices, to produce our work, to 
spread our tastes and talk about them, then our credibility grew in Europe and finally in 
Italy. To us, Italian style is the “well-made” or rather the Supreme Cliche’, and that’s why it 
still convinces us. It is important that somebody recognises Italian style in our style.
   Your house/studio in Florence is a workshop, a creative space. 
What projects are being developed inside it?
   That house/studio where, in the worst moments, you couldn’t actually find the bed, no 
longer exists. We tried to separate the work space from the rest of it, with the result that in 
the house where we live the only thing you can now find is the bed, and the rest of our lives 
and all that is connected to them are gathered together in the studio where we spend all our 
time when we are in Florence. The truth is that ours is more than a job, that’s more time 
than you can call work time. It’s a life unfolding, a laboratory of ideas, a library, a meeting 
place. Our curiosity about our friends’ work in the art world has never diminished, and so 
we are often involved in it.
   Which way is your work going in the future? What would you like to try next?
   We would like to shift what we have done, even just a little, in order to be able to tell the 
story of these ten years of Boboutic in a linear way, to look at the past and at the future with 
greater awareness of our history whilst keeping our insatiable curiosity. We want to test the 
maturity of our work and try to transmit it to the students at the fashion-knitwear design 
course that starts in February at IUAV in Treviso. That’s why we are working on a Knitwear 
Subsidiary, a project that took shape spontaneously when we thought about how to 
communicate our experience, talk about our work. That is the immediate future.



A
lessandro, you 
are a young 
entrepreneur. 
How did you get 
to be in 
charge of 
Bonaudo S.p.A?
   My grandmo-
ther used to 
trade in leather, 

and twenty-five years ago my father, 
who had carried on her business, 
bought some Bonaudo shares. That’s 
where my story starts, that was my 
launching pad. I joined the company 

when I was twenty-
four and very soon 
I started renewing 
the product and 
the company itself, 
updating it to the 
new needs of the 
market. Having 
grown up in an 
entrepreneurial 
environment that 
had contact with 
the tanneries but 
was not one itself, 
I was able to think 
up a new strategy 
from a wider 
perspective. 
From the very 
beginning I aimed 
at creating an epi-
centre of 
excellence, that 
would acquire and 

Sabrina Ciofi
Ph. Sergio Lovati

Bright ide-
as, raw mate-

rials

B
onaudo is a special company, a top class entrepreneurial reality, technologically 
advanced and employing highly specialised staff, guided by a young and visionary 
entrepreneur. For over ninety years, Bonaudo has transformed raw leather into 
a quality product ready to be turned into accessories and luxury garments. 
Born as a tannery like many others, it has become a unique company in its sector, 
under the leadership of its president Alessandro Iliprandi, an entrepreneur who is 
just over forty years old. The revolutionary aspect in his leadership is the investment 
in his staff’s professionalism. At his side is Claudia Iliprandi, commercial and 
style director, the link between ideas, creativity, materials and product.

unify five tanneries, each one specialized in 
a different type of product, within two 
factories: one in Milan and one near 
Verona. Today, Bonaudo is made up of four 
companies in Milan, one in Veneto and one 
in Tuscany, in Santa Croce sull’Arno, which 
specialises in tannery using vegetable-
based derivatives.

   Why did you decide on such a difficult 
and unusual professional career?
   Leather is a familiar subject to me, I heard 
people talking about it through my entire 
childhood. Plus, I have a personal passion 
for handicrafts and 
craftspeople, 
professionals who 
can transform even 
the simplest and 
roughest material 
into a luxury 
product, with their 
own hands. I’m 
fascinated by the 
process through 
which raw materials 
are elevated to 
something unique 
and precious.

   How many people 
are employed in 
your factories in 
Cuggiono (Milan) 
and Verona? 
   What does it mean 
to be the head of a 
limited company in 
the Italian fashion 

Alessandro Iliprandi Claudia Iliprandi



industry?
   In our two plants we employ over 100 
people directly, plus 40 more who work 
externally but exclusively for us. We are 
very proud of this, and equally very aware 
of the responsibility it brings.
At the base of my strategy there is much 
investment in local and national resources; 
even in hard times I always invested and 
developed. I never thought about relocating 
because I always believed in the value of 
a ‘made in’ that is a high quality product, 
manufactured in suitable, certified 
factories. We are an example of ‘made in’ 
that is totally manufactured in Italy in 
modern, technologically advanced plants 
staffed by specialised employees. The 
average employee age is twenty-five, which 
is a personal success and source of pride. 
I stake everything on people, because 
I believe in the team, in group work. 
At my side I have highly competent and 
skilled coworkers, like Claudia, who is the 
commercial director of Bonaudo and is 
also in charge of style. I invested in people 
because I believe in social responsibility. 
An entrepreneur who wants to make a high 
quality and technologically superior 
product has the duty to create a highly 
specialized and modern company, that 
enables young people to enter into 
employment that has real career potential. 
It is not true that young people don’t want 
factory work. If factories are old plants with 
no hope for professional growth, young 
people will stay away – but if companies are 
interesting work places, technologically 
advanced and providing real career 
possibilities, then young people are 
absolutely willing to work in a factory.

   Where do you get the energy and 
inspiration to carry forward such complex 
work in a market that has instability as 
its fixed variable?
   I get it from my travels, from the 
countries that I visit. In developing 
countries, I see great companies being 
started all over the place by young 
entrepreneurs with bright and visionary 
ideas. But none of them has our knowled-
ge, nor our culture, which is something we 
have in our DNA and that sometimes we 
just don’t see. If we work with great 
research and innovation we will always be 
beyond international competition, because 
there will be no need to compete.
This gives me lots of energy, because I see 
big and very innovative companies in the 
market that I can  stand up to, without 
problems, thanks to one product that is 
unique and absolutely unbeatable. To stay 
in the market you have to invest constantly, 
and remember that Italy is synonymous in 
the world with high quality.

   The Italian fashion industry is divided 
into productive districts. Can one still 
talk about industrial districts? What are 
your relationships with the districts you 
belong to?
   I think belonging to a district has its 
plusses and minuses, although I see more 
positive aspects than negative ones. Of 
our two companies, one is in a productive 
district, the other isn’t. Synergy, exchange 
of information, structures aligned with the 
sector that they operate in, specialised 
professionals, product culture, and logistic 
advantages that allow for working with 
tight timing are all plusses of being in. 





Outside the productive district you need to 
encourage organisation, research and 
training because you can’t count on 
specialised labour. Being in and out gives 
us a privileged point of view and the ability 
to see the positive and negative sides, and 
make the most of our resources and those 
of the territory. Industrial districts are so 
important that tanneries are opened only in 
shoe - production districts, where they 
are part of a system - a benefit that 
unfortunately is starting to disappear 
in Italy.

What makes you different from the other 
tanneries? 
   Alessandro Iliprandi: A Bonaudo project 
is made with Bonaudo products and 
Bonaudo style. From personnel training to 
product there is a continuity that respects 
my entrepreneurial strategy and the 
company philosophy that I created through 
the years. This is where Claudia’s work fits 
in perfectly. She takes care of products and 
research as I take care of strategies.
   Claudia Iliprandi: Certainly our approach 
to research distinguishes us - specifically in 
my work this means thinking and behaving 
like a creative and a designer - together 
with the ability to translate ideas and 
aesthetic images into products. 
Our research is continuous, and this means 
we travel a lot, we are in constantly 
analysing the worlds of fashion, art and 
design, and closely following the work of 
the best Italian design schools. 
All this input is then brought together for 
reflection and discussion with our staff, 
to create items and colours. I have always 
been personally in charge of the 
development of our colour charts. 
It’s a big job that, in the end, produces the 
Bonaudo style.

Who are your clients, Claudia?
As commercial director of Bonaudo S.p.A, 
I work with all the luxury brands and 
companies that represent the top niche of 
the market and give primary importance to 
the quality of the prime materials, the 
artisan work and Made In Italy - from Italy 
to France, from England to the United 
States and Russia. I go face to face, mainly 
with designers and creatives regarding 
aesthetic and stylistic sensitivity, together 
we study and discover solutions to 
transform their ideas from paper to a 
market reality that corresponds to the 
needs of a very demanding client.

How do you communicate the particular 
nature of your work to the end client, 
seeing as it is a semi-finished product and 
not a finished one?
We have always placed our bets on what 
is new, on the avantgarde, and on talent. 
We have published books by Italian poets, 
supported the careers of young artists 
and presented the collections of emerging 
designers, built special projects with sector 
magazines and sponsored independent 
publications. Twice a year, during 
Anteprima, the international leather trade 
fair in Milan, we invite our clients to an 
event during which we present an element 
of excellence in Italian creativity. 
Last September we sponsored the 
yearbook of one of the most important 
Italian fashion schools, Ied Moda Lab 
Milan. It was an artbook made using the 
projects of the school’s best students. 



During the event at Palazzo Isimbardi, 
an historic and very special location 
that we were exceptionally allowed to 
use, we presented Marco Russo and 
Victoria Wurer’s collections - two 
graduates who I personally followed in 
their thesis projects, for the accessories 
and garments made of leather.

   Alessandro, what will be the role of 
trade fairs in the next decade?
   I believe trade fairs will continue to be 
important in emerging countries, 
where there is a hunger for 
knowledge and where there are new 
corporate realities entering the market. 
In Europe and in the United States, fairs 
will gradually lose their importance: 
for years now, collections have been 
developed at different times, because 
fashion has brought forward its dates 
and increased the number of collec-
tions. The trade fairs’ timing no longer 
corresponds to the system’s timing, nor 
to the client’s needs.

   Claudia, how do you position 
yourselves as regards young 
designers and new emerging brands?
   Our position is that of a dialogue 
that is always open with the young 
designers and the graduates who are 
coming out of the international fashion 
and design schools, and who will be 
tomorrow’s stylists. I follow them 
personally, I help them in the search for 
materials, in the identification of the 
market segment that best suits them, 
I go to their presentations and to the 
end of year fashion shows at the best 
European schools. Recently I gave 
support to Rolando Rocchetti with his 
thesis collection - he has just graduated 
in fashion design and is featured in the 
pages of this edition of PIZZA. 
We collaborate with Saint Martin’s in 
London, the Royal Academy in Antwerp 
and the Haute Ecole des Beaux Artes 
in Geneva, providing leathers and 
assisting the students in their final 
projects. I believe in the youngsters 
and I am convinced that they should be 
given a chance. When a company is 
open in this way to everything that is 
around it, and it approaches work in 
this way, it is no longer just work but it 
is pure passion, it’s like writing poetry.

   Alessandro, what are the key words 
and actions of your future strategies?
   Investing in organisations and people, 
because I strongly believe that a good 
product can only be made in organised 
and technologically advanced 
environments, always bearing in mind 
that people are the real patrimony.

www.bonaudo.com
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O

n the walls 
are flowered 
wallpaper, 
old 1800’s 
photographs 
and family 
portraits, 
yellowed by 
time. 
Everywhere 

is lace and embroidery, bears and 
rabbits, little sculptures of rare 
animals, fantastic hybrids and 
ancient chimeras, frogs in glass jars, 
embalmed fish and birds, porcelain 
kittens, butterflies trapped in display 
cases of crystal and wood, just like a 
Natural Science museum. It’s a 
chaotic display of deer heads and 
horns, garlands of flowers and dried 
roses, cameos, branches of coral and 
oddly-shaped seashells, teacups and 
Victorian knick-knacks. Glass and 
cabinets protect books on 
entomology, faded illustrations and 
rare editions, frames and paintings 
of views over Canada and Iceland. 
On the shelves and display cases are 

tortoiseshell combs, mother of pearl hairclips, toys, 
stuffed animals, miniature landscapes and Lego men 
with hats, anthologies of poetry and medieval 
herbariums, botanical magazines from the 1700’s 
and books on taxidermy. It is a chamber of wonders. 
A physical place, both real and ideal at the same time. 
Somewhere in Milan or in the woods, in among the trees 
with the ghosts and aesthetic obsessions of Ilenia Corti 
and Matteo Mena, the designers who since 2007 have 
breathed life into the Vernissage project and its jewels, 
conjuring up a world both dreamlike and surreal. 
At the centre of their world is nature, captured in its 
vital tension, harnessed in pink and burnished gold 
filigree, laminated in silver and platinum, crystallised 
in diamond and encapsulated in fragments of agate, 
jade and amethyst. In every collection, bracelets, rings, 
necklaces and pendants are like interwoven branches 
and flowers, tangles of thorns and folded petals where 
butterflies, dragonflies and moths pause to rest, and 
hedgehogs, raccoons and other small animals clamber. 
In One, two, buckle my shoe (2010), Ilenia and Matteo 
start with an old nursery rhyme, like a whispered secret, 
a journey through childhood games and hand-me-down 
memories: catapults and nets in burnished silver 
become the symbols of the collection. Torpor, again in 
2010, evokes the world of dens and hibernation, the idea 
of hidden and slumbering beauty, and emotional 
refuges in private, intimate space. With the theme 
Imperial Moth the protagonists are moths that 
transform dusty fabrics into inlaid and embroidered 
pieces. The insects take life in the form of rings and 
bracelets in precious burnished metals, with diamond 
antennae and transparent varnished wings. The pair 
also move in territories that go beyond the boundaries 
of pure jewellery creation, opening themselves to the 
expressive potential of photography and video: every 
collection is accompanied by films in Super8 format 
that serve as iconographic accompaniments and means 
of  visualisation of the inspiration and the themes. In 
Bridge of Bride (2008) a long plait of hair becomes the 
metaphor for a bridge between two souls separated by 
the sea at high tide while in The Current, first chapter 
in the Dictionary of Gardening by Vernissage, filmed in 
the spring of 2008 as a visual commentary on the 
creations in the series The Nest, the film-stills of a 
woman lost in the woods on the banks of a river act as 

UnDerkAmmerW
Entering the world of 

Vernissage project 
by Ilenia Corti and 

Matteo Mena, where 
fragile and precious 
jewels live like in a 

chamber of mirabilia
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diamonds



a link between the precious jewels 
that are like intricate nets of 
branches encrusted with diamonds 
and insects. Each little object is an 
expression of the technical 
knowledge of the goldsmith’s art 
that lives in the family tradition of 
Ilenia, art director of Santagostino 
Fine Art Jewellery (founded in 1969) 
since 2002, and each is a unique piece 
that cannot be repeated, created only 
to order, fruit of long labour in the 
making. 
The philosophy behind every piece 
of jewellery and its characteristic 
style is that this exact labour be 
immediately perceived, almost an 
externalisation of the creative 
process that becomes a visible 
decorative element, as in the series 
Dried Roses (2009), in which the 
links, the inlaid shanks and the 
settings that are usually covered by 
the stones are purposely brought to 
the surface. Much loved overseas, 
Vernissage jewels are always present 
international jewellery fairs, from 
Barneys in New York to Selfridges in 
London, by way of Vienna, Moscow 
and Denver. Ilenia and Matteo 
complain of the difficulty they have 
had in a country that is still too 
firmly tied to the stereotypes and 
conventional ideas of the world of 
traditional goldsmithery, but they 
are not abandoning their poetic 
vision, and they go forward on their 
path that has research and 
experimentation as its guidelines.

www.vernissageproject.com
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ernissage Torpor collection, Imperial Moth ring, pink silver with enamel and diamonds



Y
ou made your 
first 
full-length 
film, Il vento 
fa il suo giro, 
at the age 
of 44. 
You didn’t use 
any 
government 

funds, it was a cooperative 
production between the crew 
and the cast, it was filmed in 
three languages and it has been 
shown at many festivals. Yet despite 
all this, you’ve had great difficulty 
finding a distributor. Why is this?
Il vento fa il suo giro had already 
been shown at lots of international 
Festivals before it caught the 
attention of the public and the Italian 
critics. We went to London and New 
York: it was a huge success 
everywhere, but here in Italy we 
couldn’t find a distributor because 
the distribution system doesn’t offer many possibilities to independent cinema; 
in addition, the film had elements of risk, and courage is not exactly a 
widespread characteristic amongst distributors. In some cases, the cinema 
operators actually asked us for a sort of minimum guarantee in order to put the 
film in their screening schedules. On top of that, we couldn’t promise that there 
would be an adequate publicity campaign when the film came out in the 
cinema, because we didn’t have the resources, but sometimes the greatest 
resource is determination and faith in your own work. In the end we asked some 
of those who had liked the film (festivals, film libraries, local agents etc.) 
to help us out by funding the cost of a copy, and so we ended up with seven 
copies. 
Then it really took off at the cinema Mexico in Milan, where the film gradually 
attracted an important amount of spectators only by word of mouth, and thanks 
to this it was screened for a year and eight months. 
That’s how it gained attention and became a success in Italy as well. 

At the end of Il vento fa il suo giro a young person who relights the 
fire/furnace that has been extinguished by peoples’ fear. 
How much do you think that the generations of twenty and thirty-somethings 

Giorgio 
Diritti

The director of 
Il vento fa il suo giro 

(“The wind blows round”) 
and L’uomo che verrà 

(“The man who will come”) 
talks to PIZZA about 
independent cinema, 
publicity campaigns, 

Interview Andrea Batilla
Photos courtesy of Aranciafilm
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the new generations and Italy.



State in Italy still so far away from being understood and accepted?
In the film this phrase has a provocatory value, accusing the governing powers 
of not paying attention to people’s real wellbeing. Maybe in this there is also a 
sense of the difficult relationship between citizen and State, which is always felt 
as though it were an opposite party and not as the expression of oneself and 
something we are a part of.
On the other hand I think it’s an ancient problem from the past, when the State 
was that of the kings, of the “masters” who demanded pledges, and today in some 
cases the dynamics still lose their way and become client relationships. The idea 
of communal property always comes after the idea of private property, and the 
current hedonistic and selfish society certainly doesn’t help. The State today is 
often perceived as a provider of services, but I think it should also be the motor 
that drives the identity of a country, an instrument used to create a progress that 
becomes and remains the communal property for the benefit of the individual.

‘But what have we become? We no longer recognise ourselves’ are the final 
words in Il vento fa il suo giro. Recognition is the theme of the film. 
Recognising ourselves in our own past and recognising ourselves in the 
foreigner who tells us how we used to be. A very Italian problem, a nation 
that has great difficulty in recognising its own talents. What do you think is 
the origin of this difficulty?
The difficulty in recognising talent comes from the client-oriented system that 
has been developed on the work front. Quality is not important, what counts is 
knowing the right people at the right time. This logic is the reason why Italy has 
been slowly sliding into mediocrity since the big boom of the post-war years. We 

today have the chance and the ability to change things?
I sense more and more that young people today feel like they are in a makeshift 
or stopgap situation, and this is a great defeat for society, because the 
development of a nation depends exactly on the energy of the new generations. I 
firmly believe that the strength and enthusiasm of youth can change things. You 
mention a scene in Il vento fa il suo giro and I think of one in L’uomo che verrà, 
in which a Captain of the SS says: ‘we are what they taught us to be’. This phrase 
means to recall the important value of education, and should give a sense of 
responsibility towards the future: because we build with our teaching. During 
the promotional tour for my most recent film, I travelled the length and breadth 
of Italy and from the many discussions I had with young people I got the 
impression that often they are criticised gratuitously and without foundation. 
There are many people in the new generations who have sensitivity and depth, 
and the nasty grown-up teachers, in their presumed wisdom, try to judge them 
from on high. But those adults who judge are the ones who have created a 
profit-based system to the detriment of the value of life and people’s wellbeing. 
The youngsters who are growing up now, and who will be the future of this 
country, have to carry the burden of all the environmental, financial and social 
disasters that their grandparents and parents have created, with their mediocre 
political class.
We have to hope that the new generations will riacquire the enthusiasm and the 
strength to really change things.

‘Who cares about history and those who are making it’ says one of the 
protagonists at the beginning of L’uomo che verrà. Why is the concept of 



The matrix of the poor, hungry, peasant-class Italy lives on in this.
Can you give us your personal list of ten films in Italian film history that are 
the best at portraying the Italian identity?
I dont know and perhaps I don’t want to reply, in general I don’t like rankings, 
but above all I think that everyone can and should find themselves in Italian 
cinema. But where? There you go, maybe this is what we should really be 
thinking about: why is there so little Italian cinema on television, above all 
the cinema that distinguished us as the best in the world in the post-war years. 
Why are these films not part of the educational curriculum in this country?

What are the characteristics of young Italian auterist cinema today?
What is young Italian auterist cinema? I don’t know if it is young, or what it is. 
There are certainly important ‘auteurs’. Really, the so-called ‘cinema crisis’ is a 
story that has been repeating itself in cycles since the ‘70s, it torments us and 
then tells us that there are new directors, interesting directors. I think there have 
been excellent auteurs, in various periods of time, with different characteristics 
and different results in their films.

www.uomocheverra.com
www.ilventofailsuogiro.com

could say that we don’t recognise ourselves because we no longer have the tools 
with which to do it, because those who judge or choose or evaluate are put in 
important positions and in many cases they have no real merit or reason for 
being there.
To recognise oneself, to find again the values of the past it is difficult because the 
only mechanism guiding evolution is the economic one, and so the past, 
according to marketing strategies, is always worse than the future, the PIL 
always has to grow.
The attitude that is most common in everyone today is this concentration on 
oneself, on getting material goods or becoming successful, pushed in that 
direction every day by thousands of advertising messages from the media. 
This attitude is powered by a sense of deep dissatisfaction with the conditions in 
which we all work and live our lives. This dissatisfaction is created by media 
suggestions that tell us every day that we are not beautiful enough, not rich 
enough, not good enough, not satisfied. We have to make a great effort to reclaim 
the time and the honesty to first look at ourselves and then others, but I believe 
this is the way to avoid living useless lives.

The stories in American cinema often have similar themes. It’s as though they 
are always telling the same story: the geographical conquest of the West and 
therefore the conquest of personal success. Do you think there is an Italian 
epic, a story of all stories that we keep telling ourselves?
No, I don’t think so, but I do think that we identify ourselves easily in certain 
things. We feel “at home” looking at situations of conflict – in the family, in love, 
or in politics – and above all if there is a loser we are immediately fond of him. 
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– and now in Alaska, another very 
isolated ‘island’. How important are 
places for you? How do they influen-
ce your personality and your work? 
Why did you choose them?
  I lived for two and a half years on 
Alicudi, a very particular place. I like 
living onislands, when I tried living 
in cities I felt terrible. After two and a 
half years in London, I didn’t even get 
to know the block around my house. 
I’m not fascinated by cities at all. I 
can “use” them, I can organize an 
exhibition in them, but I can’t live 
my life in them.

Do you think you will stay in Alaska, 
or will there be another island?
Alaska is beautiful, I’m not tired of it 
yet. It’s an amazing place, the nature 
and the Eskimos are wonderful. I’m 
about to do a drawing that will read: 

P
aola Pivi is one of 
the most 
important 
Italian artists 
at  an 
international 
level. Leone 
D’Oro in Venice 
in 1999 for the 
best national 

pavilion, she has also taken part in 
Manifesta (2003), the Biennial in 
Berlin (2008) and has exhibited in 
museums and galleries all over the 
world. Her work reveals fantastic 
yet realistic landscapes, with 
cappuccino-drinking leopards, 
goldfish that travel in first class 
and donkeys on boats. 

   How did you come into the world of 
art?
   It’s Andrea Pazienza’s fault. He 
showed me his comic strips and 
I realized there was an extra                  
ingredient, art. 
During that year when I was 
studying and copying those cartoons 
in the library of the engineering 
faculty, lots of coincidences 
happened, that brought me closer 
to art. I lived the first part of my life 
without art, and I remember clearly 
what it was like. To me, artists were 
decorators. 
I was so absorbed by scientific 
thinking that I considered 
artistic production as something 
superfluous, almost useless and a 
little bit base.

   Do you look at art in a different 
way now?
   Yes, of course.  Some days ago I was 
thinking about that Bruce Nauman 
work, with the spiral neon writing 
that reads: “The true artist helps the 
world by revealing mystic truths”. 
Ten years ago this was a dogma, 
today art seems to me to have 
changed. I don’t get the impression 
that artists are moving in that 
direction.
   In which direction do you think 
they are going?
   Living in Alaska I’m not exactly 
at the centre of the movement, I can 
only have some superficial sensa-
tions, but a lot of art talks about 
power.
   You were born in Milan, but you 
lived on Alicudi – the smallest and 
most distant of the Aeolian Islands 

Federica Tattoli

“Alaska is like an exposed piece of 
planet that I can hug”, because that’s 
exactly what it’s like. There are many 
things about ‘islands’ that interest 
me, for example the closed borders: 
here you can see everything that 
comes in and goes out, it’s a 
scientific experiment. When I was 
living in Alicudi, down by the 
harbour, I knew everything: whether 
there was bread or not, who was on 
the island and who wasn’t, I could 
see everything that came in and went 
out. An island is a kind of miniature 
reproduction of society, where 
everything is more controlled and 
observable, less frightening. A city is 
a kind of ocean, what comes and goes 
is completely out of control. On 
islands, particularly on the Aeolian 
islands, there is a stronger human 
touch, people are more 
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interdependent. On Alicudi I couldn’t 
do without other people, I couldn’t 
manage without the shop keeper (the 
only one on the island), I couldn’t 
manage without the donkey owner 
(you need donkeys for transport), we 
all depended on each other. In cities 
on the other hand, you have such a 
wide choice that this dependence 
disappears, in a way.

   Have you only been on Alicudi, or 
also on the other Aeolian islands?
   I’ve also been on the other islands, 
but I think that with the Aeolians, 
you fall in love with one of them and 
forget about the others. It’s a bit that 
way also with Asian countries: you 
fall in love with one, and that’s it.

   Let’s continue talking about 
Alicudi, which is a magical place for 
me too. You’ve done a project on this 
island, a 1:1 scale photo. How was it 
born and how will it develop? Do you 
think you will be able to exhibit it in 
its entirety one day?
   For a long time, I wanted to take a 
photo of something and print it as big 
as in reality. I was thinking about the 
subject to shoot and while I was 
living on Alicudi, in 2001, I got the 
idea that Alicudi was really the 
perfect subject for the picture 
because it had everything: fire, 
life, water, stone, human society. 
Moreover, this triangular form of 
a mountain rising from the sea is 
so symbolic that it was the perfect 
subject, and so without wishing it, it 
developed into a project of that size. 
If I had thought of something one 
metre size, the picture would have 
been one metre big. At that point I 
wanted do take a picture of Alicudi 
that was as big as Alicudi, so Hugo 
Glendinning, the photographer that 
I almost always work with, came to 
stay on the island for three weeks. 
Every day we went out in the fisher-
men’s boats, he brought along a 
view camera with an 8x10 inch large 
format sheet film, and he also brou-
ght a lot of film with him, because he 
really didn’t know whether he would 
actually be able to take this photo. 
Every day we went out on a boat and 
he tried to shoot. When the sea was 
calm, the air was so misty that the 
picture didn’t turn out well; when the 
sea was rough the air was clean, and 
pictures would have turned out well, 
but shooting was difficult because of 
the waves. Because we went out every 
day for three weeks, Hugo became an 
expert; he was able to hold the view 
camera in his hands with no need for 
a tripod, and take the shot just as we 
were on the crest of the wave. The 
picture we chose was taken from the 
boat on the last day. 
The picture is taken from the sea and 
not from a satellite, as many people 
think, and it’s one single shot, not a 
series of images pasted together in a 
collage. A single shot, magnified to 
real size: it is 1818.75 metres wide. 
Printing it all is only a matter of 
money: in 2001 it would have cost 

20.000.000 British pounds. The ideal 
place to exhibit it would be in the 
open, flat on the ground, and it would 
be possible to see it either walking 
on it or flying over it. The part that I 
printed out and exhibited in a small 
gallery (Michael Neff) immediately 
had the power to communicate the 
whole piece.  It’s a work in progress.

   I’ve always been fascinated by your 
work because it takes the spectator 
to both a real and a surreal world at 
the same time. What brings you to 
the creation of such images?
   The same place in my brain that 
gives me the ideas about what to 
eat, what to do in 2011, what jeans I 
should wear...that place. 

   Is it a direct thing, with no filter?
   Yes, and the less I touch the work 
or the idea, the better it is - the purer 
it arrives and the purer it stays, the 
better it is. I try not to interfere. The 
place where the ideas come from is 
so deep inside me, that it is no longer 
“me”. It’s a human being, it’s not me 
anymore. I’m the first to enjoy them, 
but the ideas are so deep that they 
are cells, my whole consciousness, my 
person, my history.

   Irony: how much does it count in 
your life and in your work? What is 
irony, exactly?
   I believe it’s a sort of lightness – 
in a positive sense, obviously.
Yes of course, it is there, it’s present... 
it’s one of the many things that are 
present, and it is more visible now 
that the works start to be numerous, 
so they are less frightening and 
people can appreciate the irony 
better. At the start, they noticed it 
less.

   Do you think your work has 
disturbed the public? 
   In the beginning when I only had a 
handful of pieces, they could be 
disarming, but now that there are 
a lot of them and none of them has 
ever done any harm, people are more 
willing to open up, to have a dialogue, 
to put themselves into play, to think 
about it.

   Images, odours and now even 
music (I refer to the work on order 
to the Sculpture International in 
Rotterdam). How important to you 
are the five senses and the specta-
tor’s perceptions in the fruition of 
the art?
   Even in front of a picture or a 
sculpture there is an important 
physical relationship, even with 
works that don’t involve the other 4 
senses, there is always a sixth sense 
which is the physical relation 
between my body as a spectator and 
the work. In which direction do I 
need to hold my head to look at it? 
Does it all fit into my visual field or 
do I need to turn my head? Do I need 
to walk around it or not? To me it’s 
all very physical, so the involvement 
of the senses comes naturally. I never Grrr Jamming Squeak, 2010-2011/Semi-permanent public art work in Rotterdam commissioned by Sculpture International Rotterdam

Ph. Attilio Maranzano, (Photo of animals by Vincent J.Musi)



thought “let’s make a piece using 
biscuits, so that it smells nice”. When 
one uses particular materials, they 
bring with them all the consequen-
ces. That’s how it was with the music 
in Rotterdam. I didn’t think “I want 
to do a work with music because 
music is another form of art”, 
absolutely not. I thought of a work 
and it contains music.

   “Grrr Jamming Squeak” is a very 
interesting project that gets 
people involved, can you tell us 
about it? Would it have been 
possible to do it in Italy?
   It started because in Rotterdam 
there is a terribly run-down street 
called Coolsingel, that before the 
war used to be the main street, with 
the literary cafés. Afterwards, it was 
badly reconstructed and it has be-
come a violent place, all grey, with 
abandoned shops. It was scary to 
walk around there. The city decided 
to completely rebuild Coolsingel, and 
invited international artists to build 
semi-permanent artworks. 
I thought I could take advantage of 
this opportunity, and of all the 
production money available, to make 
an innovative work that 
provided a service to the people: 
a recording studio, open to 
everyone and free of charge, 
including the services of a sound 
engineer who assists you just like in 
a professional studio. Rotterdam 
accepted and tripled the predicted 
budget. It’s an incredibly ambitious 
project because it stays open for one 
year, with real professionals working 
there, expensive materials, rent, 
electricity etc. Every Friday there is a 
free concert with groups that are 
invited to play also using animal 
sounds. The idea to use animal 
sounds came from my husband 
Culture Brothers (poet and musician, 
editor’s note), who had recorded mu-
sic on the seals sound here in Alaska. 
They screech like crazy, being among 
seals is like being in an open air 
market in Naples. We drew lots of 
energies together for this project, 
Moroso and Flos have provided the 
furniture, Yamah the instruments, 
the animal photos are by Vincent 
Musi who had shot them for National 
Geographic. I would love to bring this 
project to Italy, but I don’t know if it 
would be feasible.

   Nature and animals: how 
important are they for you, and in 
your work? 
   I got the answer to this question 
from my Eskimo artist and rapper 
friend, Allison Akootchook Warden, 
who told me that every man has 
memories of hunting. 
The relationship with animals is a 
very strong coexistence, it is a 
genetic memory that is part of us. 
Every time we look at an animal, 
we go back to that moment. It is a 
thought that came after, not before, 
putting animals into my work.

   The titles of your exhibitions and 
of single artworks are often 
phrases, sometimes onomatopoeic 
sounds. How are they created, and 
what kind of relationship do they 
have with the artwork that you 
associate them with?
   My husband Culture Brothers 
creates them. They are born in 
different ways. Sometimes I ask him 
to give me the title for a specific work, 
sometimes he creates poetic phrases 
that I collect, and from which I 
choose the title for a work. He is a 
composer and a poet, these sentences 
come from his Tibetan culture. The 
titles don’t explain the work, but they 
are necessary - otherwise we would 
have a neverending series of 
“untitled” pieces and things would be 
confusing. Obviously, the wrong title 
can ruin the experience of the 
artwork. I use friendly ones, that 
address the spectator in the first 
person, inviting him to approach the 
artwork in a friendly way.

   Your work is very straightforward, 
but it is easy to guess at the 
technical and organizational issues 
behind it. Do you work with a team? 
How do you build your works? What 
was the most difficult one? Is there 
a piece that you have in mind, but 
that you haven’t yet managed to 
complete?
   Every work has a different story, I 
have a team that I have been working 
very well with, and for a long time 
now, but every time is a new 
adventure that starts from scratch. 
The most difficult work  to organise 
was the one in Rotterdam, because 
it’s a utopian work. It is utopian that 
a city should do something like that. 
Dees Linders the female director of 
the Sculpture International of Rotter-
dam is a very clear person who, to my 
great surprise, didn’t ask me to 
change or resize the work, which was 
carried out exactly as I had imagined 
it... but the amount of work to get 
there was huge.
There are many works that I haven’t 
managed to create, one in particular 
was included in Hans Ulrich 
Obrist and Rirkrit Tiravanija’s 
“Utopia Station” collection during 
the 2003 Biennial: a ring of water 
that flows anti-clockwise suspended 
in the air with no container.

   What does being Italian mean to 
you? Does it have an influence on 
your art, and how?
  Of course, I’m Italian, there’s no 
escaping that. It’s a matter of fact 
and you can see it in the richness 
of my images, but I don’t cultivate 
this aspect. It is there, and that’s it. 
I am very proud of being Italian, but 
perhaps not quite so proud of what 
is happening in Italy at the moment. 
Being Italian is a great luxury, but 
you have to be careful because there 
are some mental perversions in it, 
and you must free yourself of them. 

   Sometimes your artwork looks like 

Grrr Jamming Squeak, 2010-2011/Semi-permanent public art work in Rotterdam
 commissioned by Sculpture International Rotterdam

Ph. Attilio Maranzano, (Photo of animals by Vincent J.Musi)
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Untitled (zebras), 2003 and Untitled (zebras) 2003 
Photographic print
340 x 400 cm and 140 x 171 cm
Ph. Hugo Glendinning
Courtesy Galleria Massimo De Carlo, Milan

Above: I wish I am fish, 2009 Photographic print 160 x 240 cm / Ph. Hugo Glendinning / Courtesy Paola Pivi, Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tamaki, Auc-
kland, The Chartwell Trust, Auckland, Galleria Massimo De Carlo, Milan, Galerie Emmanuel Perrotin, Paris

Underneath: I wish I am fish, 2010/ Markers on paper / 25.3 x 35.5 x 4 cm / Ph. Alessandro Zambianchi/ Courtesy Galleria Massimo De Carlo, Milan



childrens’ dreams that have come 
true. What kind of child were you, 
what were your dreams?
   I was born an adult... I don’t 
remember the dreams I had, but I do 
remember that if I hadn’t studied I 
didn’t go to school, so as not to lower 
my grade average. I stayed at home 
drinking tea and eating just 
chocolate, I sat at my desk and 
pretended I had clients for whom 
I designed houses. 

   Are there artists you would like to 
work with? Are there artists who 
have influenced you in some way?
   With Alexandra Mir and the Gelatin 
we said it clearly: “We’d like to work 
together”. There are many others. 
Working with another artist is a very 
difficult thing for me to do, because 
if you think of where my work comes 
from, and that it is never a linear 
construction, then it becomes almost 
impossible. With the Gelatin I made 
the PIG project - Pivi and Gelatin 
- that invaded some galleries (Em-
manuel Perrotin in Paris and Jeffrey 
Deitch in New York) and invited other 
artists, organising two exhibitions, 
but more than anything it was a 
project about curating. As far as 
four-hands work goes, I’ve done just 
one with Armin Linke, one with 
Dylan Horrocks who is a comic-strip 
artist from New Zealand, and one 
with Culture Brothers, my husband.

   Is there a work that you are 
particularly attached to, and why?
   The next one that, as I’ve just been 
told, can not be carried out.

   Can you tell me about it?
   No, I’m sorry, I can’t. For many 
reasons, but above all because before 
creating a work I never talk about 
it, nor draw it. The exhibition would 
already be done, I would lose all the 
fun. Talking about it is almost like 
doing a small exhibition.

   What’s your favourite Pizza?
   Thin crust. I only like to eat the top 
part of a pizza and not the base, and 
that’s so inconvenient that I hardly 
ever eat it. Then here in America they 
put chicken on pizza, so it’s best to 
steer clear altogether.

www.paolapivi.com

Untitled (leopard), 2007 / Photographic print 120 x 180.9 cm / Ph. Hugo Glendinning / 
Courtesy Kunsthalle Basel, Galleria Massimo De Carlo, Milan and Galerie Emmanuel Perrotin, Paris

Aahaaah, ‘xcuse me, 2007 (detail) / Photographic print 120 x 105 cm / Ph. Hugo Glendinning
Courtesy Kunsthalle Basel, Galleria Massimo De Carlo, Milan and Galerie Emmanuel Perrotin, Paris

Interesting, 2006
White animals

Life size
Ph. by Hugo Glendinning

Courtesy Fondazione Nicola Trussardi, Milan
Special thanks to Galerie Emmanuel Perrotin, Paris
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contaminations coming from other 
places and other thoughts, they are 
firmly convinced that the designer is 
the link between artisan handcraft, 
industry, object and end consumer. 
Because it is the aesthetic quality in 
man’s everyday that changes his life, 
improving the receptivity of mind 
and soul. They have exhibited at the 
Salone del Mobile in Milan, 
Eindhoven, Design Miami and New 
York and collaborated several times 
with Droog Design.

   Let’s start with the name, how did 
that come about?
   It was born spontaneously a long 
time before we moved to Holland. 
It indicates the way that our search 
is based on a conceptual matrix 
rather than a formal one (many of the 
objects that we have designed recall 
archetypal ones). The form, being the 
result of a process, may from time to 
time mutate, adapt, evolve.

   Sicily + Veneto + Tuscany + 
Holland = ?
   Europe? Sometimes we are asked 
why we left, and whether we will 
return to Italy. Until quite recently, 
if we had wanted to stay in Holland 
after finishing our studies we would 
have had to apply for a Visa. We’re 
just enjoying the opportunities that 
globalisation and a united Europe 
have created.
We don’t feel like we left, nor that we 
need to go back. We are always here. 
With more available choices. And 
from this perspective, the 
geographical maths that you mention 
doesn’t work for us. The connections 
that we make professionally and 
personally are as global and as local 
as possible. 

   Your design is conceptual, a design 
that wants to encourage the user 
to give emphasis to the everyday 
objects as well. Where does this 
aspect come from?
   We’re not sure, but we think this 
attitude is almost inevitable. 
The need to produce new 
objects in our society no 
longer corresponds to the functional 
need at the base of the 
modernism that aimed 
to deliver 
products available to 
every social class.
Having obtained this 
result (at least in the 
West), as a designer you 
find yourself almost 
instinctively 
considering objects 
from a more complex 
perspective, as vehicles 
of meaning, as critical 
instruments or as 
stimuli for new 
behavioural 
models in consumption 
and production.

F
ormafantasma 
is the alias of 
Andrea Trimar-
chi and Simone 
Farresin, 
the alter ego of a 
creative duo, the 
result of the con-
tent of two minds 
and 

personalities that flow into each 
other. The two young designers, 
having founded their studio in 
Florence, moved to Eindhoven 
from where they began to 
conquer the world. 
Their distinguishing trait is 
their intimate work, spontaneously 
investigative, thoughtful, making a 
mark that even at first glance speaks 
of  ties with tradition and the past, 
although detached from these and 
projected forwards, into the future. 
Their choices in life and work 
probably hide the basis of a new 
meaning to Made in Italy. 
Spokespersons of a new generation 
of Italian design that mixes 

FormAFAnTAsmA
Folk Design, 

local traditions 
and natureF

Federica Tattoli



   Above all in your latest works, 
Autarchy and Baked, nature is a 
strong presence, the objects are 
actually made with natural 
materials like flour, coffee, salt 
spices etc. Can you tell me why? 
Do you think that you will continue 
your work in this direction?
   At the moment we are doing it. 
The reasons are very simple. If you 
work as a designer it is inevitable 
that in different historical moments 
your gaze alights on different aspects 
of existence.
Ours is not necessarily a conscious 
choice. The more time passes, the 
more designers approach their work 
in an organic way, in the forms, in the 
prodution methods and usage.
We believe that this type of attitude 
will be always more evident, the 
materials are changing, enriching 
themselves with unexpected textures 
and qualities. The use of colours 
seems to us to be always less 
composed of solo colours (like fuschia 
for example) but there are more 
corals, like the many tones of leaves, 
the earth, or spices. Even the 
deformed, the disgusting and the 
imperfect now seem to us to be much 
more beautiful!

   Craftsmanship, above all the local 
type, is another strongpoint of your 
search.  How come?
   The renewed interest of designers 
towards rural culture and more in 
general to traditional production 
methods and crafts, testify in our 
opinion a change in the needs of 
society.
In first place the modernist faith in 
industrialization has shown in time 
all its limits.
Geometric forms, typical elements 
of the international style, are symbols 
of the idealistic and universal 
pretension central to the modern 
movement. In this context, craft 
seemed to belong to the past: 
expensive, decorative and 
representative of a local culture.
Industrialization has rendered 
objects as functional tools which 
can be produced everywhere, 
independent of the context. 
In contrast, handmade objects have 
in their imperfection the ability to 
evoke the human touch. Furthermore 
the contemporary urgency to find 
sustainable solutions has brought 
back in fashion the rural attitude in 
following natural time cycles and 
production driven by nature.

   What are the traditions that you 
are exploring now?
   The tradition of Plastic! This may 
sound strange but recently we have 
been asked by a foundation to give 
our personal interpretation of plastic 
materials (this foundation is  
dedicated to the restoration and 
conservation of contemporary and 
modern art in plastic). When you 
mention the word plastic almost 
everybody has a specific perception 
in mind of this material as still new, 
modern and sometimes even 
futuristic. We are working on 
showing a different side of polymers, 
digging in the history of the 



materials in use immediately 
before the invention of oil-based 
plastic.

   How are your projects born? You 
work in a pair, is there a division 
of the tasks or do you get along in 
total synergy?
   We do not have any 
specific roles. 
One of the two of us has 
an intuition and based 
on that we start a really 
long discussion where 
we comunicate using 
images we collect here 
and there, or with really 
abstract descriptions or 
feelings we would like to 
evoke.

   Is there a project you 
are particularly 
connected to?
   Probably the most 
recent ones. 

   Being Italian – what 
does that mean to you? 
Give us an example of 
contemporary 
Italian-ness... if it 
exists...
   Recently we happened 
to watch some Italian TV 
programmes online. 
It seems that there is a 
lot of discussion at the 
moment about what 
Italy is, how Italians live 
or survive, even how or 
whether to celebrate the 
unity of Italy. The things that give 
you a sense of belonging to a place, 
to a person or to a minority are very 
simple and banal elements. We feel 
Italian for pasta and pizza, because 
we make coffee in a moka, because 
when we talk we 
sometimes shout a bit, 
because we feel at home 
when the sun hurts our 
eyes, because we 
understand Fellini’s 
Amarcord and a 
Japanese person does 
not, because our families 
are in Italy, because we 
had begun to answer 
this interview written in 
English and we have only 
just realised that half 
of it is in Italian (sorry 
Sabrina).

   A place, an object, a 
dish you love…
   Maiano, a small hilltop 
locality, now part of 
Fiesole, in Tuscany. We 
are particularly 
interested in tableware in 
general. To have a nicely 
arranged table always 
makes any space a real 
home! We do not have 
any favourite dish 
although recently we 
are getting addicted to 
Baklava, a typical 
Turkish pastry.

www.formafantasma.com
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 Everything in life changes and 
everything evolves: always for the 
better?
   You need to be happy so that 
everything can change or evolve.

As an artist, when you want to 
express a concept, does the choice 
of framework  to represent it come 
naturally to you, or do you wonder 
whether the observers will be able to 
understand what you are trying to 
express? Are you ever afraid your 
work might not be understood?
I believe that without some key to 
the interpretation, it is impossible to 
understand any artist’s work. If 
someone’s subconscious is 
stimulated or if they limit 
themselves to just looking, you can 
still be satisfied. If someone then 
wants to get more intimate with the 
artist and their work, everybody is 
welcome to go more in depth. Art is 
also words, not only materials.

   I always sense the subtle humour 
in your work; are you using it as a 
strategy for some purpose?
   It’s a way to play down some 
challenging themes that attract me 
and that I decide to make my own. 
I like making people think, but also 
making them smile.

   Sometimes you create scenes that 
haven’t physically existed in real 
life, but have a strong impact on the 
imagination. You use mythology, 
figurative symbolism that seems 
to emerge from your instinct, from 
your intuition, as if you were 
dreaming. What do you think 
of this?
   An artist re-interprets reality, 
re-presenting it in new forms. 
I use geometrical shapes: to me 
they represent the embryonic state, 
something that has yet to develop 
a more complex form. Symbols are 
another basic ingredient of my quest, 
and they always represent something, 
as in dreams.

   Is there any psychic automatism 
in your work? That process in which 
the subconscious emerges even 
when we are awake, allowing us to 
freely associate words, thoughts 
and images without inhibition or 
obstacle, and without preordained 
aims?
   If I choose certain shapes over 
others, that’s because my subcon-
scious suggests it. 
I work very instinctively.

   Do you think your work gets 
attention also 
because it is beautiful to look at? 
There’s a certain clarity in your 
work, it is very graphic and legible. 
Do you agree on this?
   I find abstract forms more 
fascinating and seductive.

   Is there a contemporary 
artist whose work you admire or 
appreciate in particular?
   Ian Kiaer and Carla Black are 
among my favourites. I love their way 
of representing a physical or mental 
reality with recycled materials and 
cosmetics.
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icola Gobbet-
to, 30 year-old 
Italian artist, 
with his chil-
dlike, dreamy 
and restless 
artwork takes 
us along the 
path on the 
search for the 

Self and into known parallel worlds - 
such as magic, mythology and 
astrology - through his personal 
interpretation. Gobbetto is one of the 
three joint winners, together with the 
New Zealander Dede Putra and the 
American Demon Johnstun, chosen 
from the 500 entrants in the Swing 
Manga Contest, launched by Prada as 
a communications support for their 
Swing sunglasses capsule collection. 
The theme of the competition was 
the creation of original artwork, in 
tribute to Japanese Manga culture, 
the subject being a female hero and 
Swing sunglasses. Nicola Gobbetto 
won with his Pradarella. Inspired by 
Barbarella and by Oskar Schlemmer’s 
costumes, this manga – online at 
www.prada.com – will be published 
and distributed in Prada stores and 
probably made into an action figure.

   Your work has always fascinated 
me for its childlike and dreamy 
quality, but recently it seems to be 
more conceptual: can you tell me 
about the transformation in your 
work from the first pieces to the 
most recent ones?
   I haven’t completely abandoned the 
themes relating to adolescence. 
Working more generally on the 
search for the Self, I couldn’t avoid 
running into other subjects such as 
mythology, magic and astrology, but 
I think that the childlike and dreamy 
aspect that you are talking about is 
still a constant element in my work, 
although the formal expression has 
changed.

   Metamorphosis and change are the 
subjects of your work. How much 
has personal change influenced it?
   My work isn’t based on my own life. 
The subjects and themes that I choose 
are pretty much universal, anyone 
can find themselves in my work.
  

LVX / 2009

Nicola Gobbetto



Big Triangle - Rosac / 2010

Asinus Captivus + Lucius
2010

Nero Non Esiste Come Colore / 2010

Il Mago / 2010192



Have you ever used guilt as an 
inspiration for your work? 
   No, never.

   Observing some of your works, 
it’s as though I can sense in you the 
absence of any control exerted by 
reason, except all the aesthetic and 
moral concerns. A release of 
imaginative potential and the 
achievement of a state of 
consciousness that, in certain ways, 
reminds me of surrealism. 
Do you agree?
   To be honest, I’m obsessed by a 
recognisable aesthetic, though at 
times I think it would be better to 
work in an instinctive way, without 
too many preset mental patterns. At 
the end of the day, when I look at all 
that I have produced, I find a thin 
thread that links every single work to 
the others, without ever being boring 
or repetitive. I have certainly 
assimilated something from 
surrealism.

   What kind of environment do you 
like to work in?
   I like to work alone, without too 
many distractions. I never felt that 
a studio was necessary, but now it’s 
starting to become a requirement.

   Have you got something old that 
you can’t get rid of?
   I’m always less and less attached to 
objects.

   Is there somewhere you would like 
to exhibit?
   I’ve never challenged myself with a 
big space, I’d like to try that.

   Is there something you always 
carry with you?
   Positive thoughts.

   At one of our recent meetings, 
you told me you easily change your 
mind, and that you would always 
give different answers to the same 
questions. So, would you give me 
different answers if I asked you 
these questions again?
   This process develops over time. 
Sure, depending on my mood and on 
the creative phase I’m going through, 
my answers can change.

It’s a Kind Of Magic / 2009

Cavaliere Errante / 2010

Dead Or Alive / 2008

il Gufo / 2010



109I DON’T CARE WHAT THE PEOPLE 

                                              MAY SAY ABOUT 

ME Federica Tattoli
Ph. Alan Maglio

Rod
olfo Paglialunga is responsible for the relaunch of the French brand 
Vionnet. A tough inheritance from Madeline Vionnet, who, in the early 
1900’s, turned fashion upside-down with her clean architectural line 
and fabrics cut on the bias – an inheritance that the Italian designer 
carries with unbearable lightness and incredible mastery. Maybe it’s 
the thirteen years he spent at the side of a genius of creativity such as 
Miuccia Prada, maybe it’s his Aries starsign, but either way, 
bias-cutting is not a problem for Paglialunga.
In these pages are ten objects, inanimate and otherwise, that tell us a 
bit more, or a bit less, about the Italian designer.

Lola and Sofia the inseparable, super-well-behaved Jack Russell Terriers. One of two armchairs salvaged from the waiting room of an old hotel in Chicago

197
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The bathtub: big, deep, in Carrara marble and made to measure The exclusive fabric of a Prada woman’s overcoat used as a wallpaper for the bedroom



6 5
Alexander McQueen’s busby hat A picture by Guy Bourdin, purchased at a London auction
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A collection of oversized and exaggerated glasses
 “The Exorcist” ,“Altered States” and “Veronika Voss”. 

Three different expressions of aesthetic transformation
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1
Manolo Blahnik’s tuxedo shoes. Best worn during the day Current TV: precise, direct and fast information 



Pizza’s recipes
           La Pappa                                        
                                        col                
                       Pomodoro               
(Tomato and bread soup)
                                           

Interview Sabrina Ciofi
Ph.Alice Schillaci

Concept Elisa Cambioli

Presented by Gabriele Forte

Cut a cross in the bottom of 
the tomatoes and immerge 
them in boiling water for 2 
minutes. Remove the skins.
Cut the tomatoes into pieces, 
remove the seeds and save any 
juice that comes out.
Cut the vegetables and parsley 
into small pieces and fry them 
in olive oil in a high-sided 
saucepan over a medium heat. 
When they are golden, add the 
tomato pieces with their juice, 
the basil leaves and a pinch of 
salt.
Lower the heat and cook for 
about 30 minutes, stirring 
frequently to make sure the 
sauce evenly absorbs all the 
flavour of the vegetables and 
does not get too thick.
Cut the day-old Tuscan bread 
with the crusts removed into 
small cubes (it's important to 
use Tuscan bread, other types 
of bread become gluey with 
the liquid). Take the sauce off 
the heat, and add the bread, 
stirring constantly and vigo-
rously. The bread and tomato 
mixture should form a thick 
paste, not a runny one. If the 
sauce is not liquid enough to 
soak all the bread, add some 
vegetable stock.
When the bread has absorbed 
all the liquid add two 
tablespoons of oil and the 
pan back on a low heat, 
stirring until the soup is soft 
and an even red colour 
throughout. Taste and 
adjust for salt if necessary.
Serve the soup hot, lukewarm 
or cold, adding a drizzle 
of extra-virgin olive oil, a 
sprinkling of fresh ground 
pepper and some basil leaves 
to garnish.
This soup can be kept in the 
fridge for several days and is 
delicious when reheated.

Pappa col Pomodoro
4 portions

Ingredients
Vegetables: 1 onion, 1 celery stick, 1 carrot, 

1 garlic clove, 2 stalks of parsley leaves
1kg ripe tomatoes
1 bunch fresh basil

½ kg day-old Tuscan bread, crusts removed
vegetable stock

extra-virgin olive oil
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Pizza’s second recipe is Pappa 
col Pomodoro (Tomato and 
bread soup), a typical Tuscan 
dish, that inspired the 
legendary Giornalino di 
Giamburrasca written and 
illustrated by Vamba and 
published in 1919, and it’s also 
one of Gabriele Forte’s 
favourite dishes. 
He is 23 years old, and holds a 
diploma in Fashion Business 
from the Marangoni Institute 
in Milan. Forte has two years 
experience behind him as an 
apprentice journalist on the 
editorial staff of Milano 
Finanza Fashion, the Italian 
fashion daily paper. At the 
moment he works as a 
freelance for the monthly 
magazine Max, and as an 
assistant buyer for one of the 
most important international 
buying offices in Milan. 
With his education and 
training in Italy and the 
States, and experience in 
Northern Europe, Gabriele 
Forte represents the new 
generation of Italian 
professionals.

The recipe we have chosen to 
represent you is Pappa col 
Pomodoro, one of your 
culinary obsessions. 
Is there something in this 
dish that resembles you?
Its “basicity”. I’m pretty basic, 
I don’t like complication and   
I like to eliminate the 
superfluous. Pappa col 
Pomodoro is a ‘poor cuisine’ 
dish, that requires little by 
way of ingredients. Little, but 
good ones. This recipe cannot 
be cheated. And I like to think 
that the same can be said of 
me.

   What is your relationship 
with food, how important is 
it and how do you deal with it 
on your frequent trips 
abroad?
   I’m Italian, food is very 
important for me. And like 
many other relevant things, 
it’s brought me to develop 
some obsessions. Like never 
mixing more than five 
ingredients in one recipe 
(eliminating the superfluous) 
or never tasting from other 
people’s plates so as not to 
have too many different tastes 
on the palate at once. But 
when I am abroad I am less 
rigid, because curiosity makes 
me experiment as much as 
possible: a culinary anarchy 
that I find liberating and 
terrifying at the same time.

   What fascinates you about 
American culture? And 
Northern European culture?
   They’re both fundamentally 

orientated towards pop. 
On one side there’s Andy Warhol, 
McDonald’s, Nike and Lady Gaga. 
On the other Ikea, H&M, Abba and 
Tetra Pak. The shamelessly 
commercial nature and easy 
appeal of pop amuses me and 
reassures me. Right now, I am 
attracted to what manages to 
interest the greatest number of 
people.

   What is it that can be found 
elsewhere but not in Italy, what 
are you missing?
   The so-called “lifestyle” culture. 
If I could give it a slogan, it would 
be “design your life”. It’s a 
contemporary way of living that 
involves the possibility of 
planning your everyday according 
to your own necessity, exactly the 
way that in Ikea you can become 
a designer assembling the perfect 
kitchen or wardrobe according to 
your personal needs. 
This, staying with the cooking 
theme, means being able to 
choose, at any time of day or night, 
what to eat (French? Thai? 
Indian?), how to eat it 
(home-delivery or not?), and the 
whole thing with the possibility 
of adding or eliminating ingre-
dients, without having to 
apologise.

   Buying and Fashion 
journalism: where should these 
very diverse professional 
experiences take you?
   Journalism was the first leg of a 
journey that is still evolving, and 
fortunately I don’t know what the 
next developments will be. Buying 
has a practical concrete form that 
journalism does not. 
The wall of a shop can be 
considered like the shiny page of 
a fashion magazine: you can fill it 
with the most incredible objects 
from all over the planet, but the 
substantial difference is that in 
the shop those same objects will 
have to be sold. This is a process 
that makes the buyer consider 
every purchase in a commercial 
light that I found boring several 
years ago, almost cowardly, but 
now I have learned to consider it 
with respect and admiration. 
It takes culture, sensitivity and 
intelligence to find the balance 
between creativity and 
commercial appeal.

Looking at the current situation 
in the Italian fashion system, 
how do you think it will evolve
in the immediate future?
I seem to be understanding that 
the system will be more and more 
divided into two alignments that 
will be about two different but 
complementary aspects of 
Italian fashion. On one side we 
have the global brands like Gucci 
and Prada, with their shopping 
cathedrals and a portfolio of 

products to satisfy a clientele 
that is always growing. On the 
other side, we have the little 
gourmet projects, dedicated to 
small collections or even single 
products, that will become the 
most nourishing vital lymph for 
the multibrand shops. One 
excellent example of the “new” 
Made in Italy is the Slowear 
group, an umbrella brand (whose 
name, in this day and age, has 
a punk edge) that has gathered 
together a series of small brands 
specialised in different products, 
like trousers or shirts, and 
together they make up a 
complete collection dedicated 
to excellence.

   Why fashion?
   Because it’s a quick and 
immediate language. In this 
moment in history in which 
everything is “fast” and 
communication is reduced to 
“tweets”, clothing becomes the 
only means of communication 
that is faster than words.



Alan Jesus Maglio
Photographer

Images in this portfolio are taken from “South Of Heaven”, 2011

Born: 1979 Milano
Live: Milano
Exhibitions:

2010 - STORIES OF DARKNESS AND LIGHT - Casa delle Culture del Mondo - Milano
2007 - MILANO CENTRALE -  Festival del Cinema Africano, d’Asia e America Latina” 

                                                          di Milano, 17esima edizione. 
2005 - MOVING IDENTITIES - No Parachute, 5a edizione - Milano
2004 - MOVING IDENTITIES - Galleria Placentia Arte  - Piacenza

2004 - RITRATTI AFRICANI - Biennale di giovani artisti ASSAB ONE 2004 - Milano
2003 - MILANO AFRICA - Premio Riccardo Pezza, 9a edizione - Palazzo della  Triennale                                                         
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Emanuele Sferruzza Moszkowicz

These are the first chapters of : Emanuele 
Sferruzza Moszkowicz’s first novel, and PIZZA’s first 
experiment in salvaging a literary genre, the story 
in serial form - typical of magazines and newspaper 
Sunday issues, and much loved by Italians since the 

early 1900’s. In these pages, 
we publish it in Italian only.

Emanuele Sferruzza Moszkowicz is 28 years old and 
lives in Reggio Emilia. He is an artist, and 

collaborates with fashion brands in developing 
original graphic designs. His work has been 
exhibited in several galleries in New York. 

Moszkowicz’s most recent work is 
“Performances Privées”, a commission project in 
which the artist commits to paper the thoughts, 

fears and dreams of his clients, whom he follows for 
a month through video conferencing. The resulting 

artwork is then burnt in a private ceremony.
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L

ungo il percorso 
che lo avrebbe 
portato all’ultimo 
piano dell’edificio, 
alcuni invitati 
in attesa avevano 
preso già la 
posizione assegnata 
da un codice 
alfanumerico dando 

forma a quello che dagli uffici dei 
palazzi limitrofi appariva come un 
repentino intarsio di leggeri abiti da 
sera formatosi nel breve tempo di una 
pausa caffè. 

    C’erano i volti freschi, quelli di un’
elite emergente cresciuta nell’oculata 
manipolazione delle borse tra Asia, 
Emirati Arabi e Londra, che venivano a 
rendere omaggio alla loro terra, la più 
saccheggiata, ormai costretta da mezzo 
secolo ad una costante futile prova di 
forza globale senza potersi permettere di 
tirare il fiato. C’erano anche quelli 
necrotici, rivitalizzati dal botulino, 
luminescenti come materiale fissile, 
pronti a irridere i giovani fotografi 
d’agenzia cacciatori di non si sa bene che 
residuo di anima. C’era il personale di 
servizio chiamato per nome, castigato in 
tuxedo scuri che passava inosservato e 
puntuale e c’era chi, essendo arrivato per 
l’evento da oltreoceano, aveva 
soggiornato pochi piani più in basso e 
per guadagnarsi la passeggiata sul 
tappeto rosso tanto quanto gli altri 
cadenzava il ritmo delle 
macchine ben piu’ importanti 
con i vettori geometrici messi a 
disposizione dallo stesso hotel.
 
    Passati i rigagnoli di attivisti e 
debuttanti, separati da lunghe 
transenne, si allontanavano dal suolo a 
piccoli gruppi portando la mano chi al 
cuore chi allo stomaco, soffocando lo 
stupore nell’ impercettibile movimento 
verticale dei cubi di cristallo guardando 
la città espandersi nella sua cosmesi 
fluorescente, per poi collassare 
compostamente nella decompressione, 
pochi secondi dopo all’ultimo piano, in 
uno spazio simile a quello che alcuni lì 

potevano ricordare di aver lasciato poche settimane 
prima in una qualche isola vergine della Polinesia. 
    Ognuno a suo modo cercava di apparire rilassato, 
consapevole della propria complicità in 
quello che  probabilmente, stando all’invito, avrebbe 
preso presto forma in un meraviglioso suicidio 
annunciato.

    Mark Charnin, disciolto sulla bocca dei presenti come 
il miglior giovane curatore di Hong Kong, aveva 
disposto che i grandi specchi a parete della reception e 
delle successive tre sale che davano verso il fiume 
fossero coperti da teli bianchi, così come ogni altro 
materiale riflettente, in modo da eliminare 
quell’insopportabile consapevolezza di sé, quel 
formicolio che i piu’ sensibili o deboli avrebbero 
distintamente percepito come un increscioso senso 
di colpa. Piccole dosi di Diazepam venivano servite in 
acqua artesiana delle isole Fiji favorendo la sensazione 
di essere un’esclusiva apparizione olografica e lo spazio 
circostante spettacolare quanto distante ed inesistete.
    Non lo conoscevano che per fama e sapevano che 
quell’uomo che aveva conquistato la scena 
internazionale dell’ arte contemporanea dieci anni 
prima modellando i fratelli Wu, il collettivo Purple 
Edges, Juice Urpalainen e almeno altri sette nomi che 
apparivano costantemente sulle copertine di mezzo 
mondo dettando il ritmo di un nuovo movimento 
artistico, si doveva essere spostato da Hong Kong, 
la sua roccaforte da cui controllava con un ingente 
portafoglio di investitori le sorti dello stesso mercato 
di cui faceva parte, solo per alimentare il brusio di
 sospetti che lo vedevano come l’uomo dell’anno della 
città di New York, futuro delfino del sindaco per gli 
affari culturali. Una città che disprezzava quasi quanto 
la sua ex moglie, i suoi figli e la sua ex-ex moglie messi 
assieme, gli stava chiedendo aiuto per risollevarsi, o 
almeno un antipasto, e lui le stava portando in dote la 
vita dell’ unico uomo che avesse mai amato. 

    Charnin, una pallida macchia bianca 
punteggiata da un farfallino lampone ed una kippah 
con ricamati i personaggi dei Muppets, osservava gli 
spettatori prendere ordinatamente posizione  lungo 
le griglie spezzate a forma di labirinto ai due lati del 
tappeto rosso in modo altrettanto distaccato, geloso 
del suo Martini, giocando con Trilussa e Chipotle, un 
cucciolo femmina di Dobermann e un piccolo bastardo 
simile piu’ ad un carotaggio attraverso il quale 
distinguere almeno otto specie di cani, tutti affetti 
probabilmente da nanismo, ai quali aveva insegnato a 
liberarsi dei loro incontrollabili bisogni fisiologici nei 
punti in cui lasciava cadere qualche goccia di feromone. 
Durante la giornata, nei preparativi della performance 
Icarus, lo aveva spruzzato con una pistola ad acqua 
contro ogni cameriere, valletto e bartender che aveva 
incrociato. Mentre non riusciva a vedere altro in quel 
luogo che un patibolo, questo espediente, il continuo 
rincorrerli, scusarsi, vederli sgualcire vestiti, lo 
riempiva di gioia. Ed era una gioia indescrivibile, 
sincera, liberatoria. Ogni persona che lo osservava lo 
avrebbe reso in un altro momento una figura teatrale e 
lui era una figura teatrale, un’ immagine stampata, così 
si sentiva il più delle volte, ma essendo consapevole di 
tutto quello che stava accadendo, essendo responsabile 
di tutto quello che sarebbe successo, sentiva i cardini di 
quel sistema finito fallire, incrinarsi e renderlo 
drammatico, osservando con un gusto che non aveva 
mai provato prima i suoi cani pisciare ovunque.

    - Oh, fantastico - disse Charnin, attraversando con lo 
sguardo il nuovo laghetto di urina che ricopriva un 
valletto steso a terra dalla mole di Trilussa fino ad 
arrivare ai lividi occhi sciroppati del suo assistente 
coreano. - Signore, - disse Nam, liquefatto dall’ allergia 
al pelo di cane mascherata stoicamente con la scusa di 
un eterno raffreddore, - gli ospiti hanno preso tutti 
posizione -. Charnin si chinò con un sorriso verso il 

cane, attirando la sua 
attenzione con un biscotto 
alla soia, poi si soffermò per un 
attimo con il collare sulla nuca 
del valletto, ne prese ad occhio 
le misure, sorrise compiaciuto 
immaginando il valletto nudo 
coperto di mousse, sorrise 
nuovamente e richiuse il 
collare in un gesto attorno a 
Trilussa. Recuperò Chipotle 
poco più in là che si accaniva 
ancora sui pantaloni gessati 
dell’ inserviente. - Nam, - disse 
Charnin consegnadogli i due 
beniamini piuttosto agitati - 
nei prossimi giorni sarò molto 
impegnato, vorrei che ti 
occupassi tu dei cani -. 
    Allungò la mano nella tasca 
del suo assistente 
recuperando un cellulare e 
digitando il numero della 
security. - Ora, - riprese - vorrei 
che recuperassi Mr Patrick 
Shamsian tra gli invitati, 
è l’ avvocato che ci rappresenta 
in questo paese, e che usciste 
subito dall’uscita di sicurezza. 
So che questa città non le è 
familiare, penserà lui a tutto 
nei prossimi giorni -. Nam 
obbiettò accennando uno 
starnuto.
     - Dica Mr Charnin -. 
- Chiudete le entrate - rispose 
al cellulare, usando un basso 
tono di voce che mise a tacere 
i tre. 

    Charnin, una pallida macchia bianca 
punteggiata da un farfallino lampone ed una kippah 
con ricamati i personaggi dei Muppets, osservava gli 
spettatori prendere ordinatamente posizione  lungo 
le griglie spezzate a forma di labirinto ai due lati del 
tappeto rosso in modo altrettanto distaccato, geloso 
del suo Martini, giocando con Trilussa e Chipotle, un 
cucciolo femmina di Dobermann e un piccolo bastardo 
simile piu’ ad un carotaggio attraverso il quale 
distinguere almeno otto specie di cani, tutti affetti 
probabilmente da nanismo, ai quali aveva insegnato a 
liberarsi dei loro incontrollabili bisogni fisiologici nei 
punti in cui lasciava cadere qualche goccia di feromone. 
Durante la giornata, nei preparativi della performance 
Icarus, lo aveva spruzzato con una pistola ad acqua 
contro ogni cameriere, valletto e bartender che aveva 
incrociato. Mentre non riusciva a vedere altro in quel 
luogo che un patibolo, questo espediente, il continuo
rincorrerli, scusarsi, vederli sgualcire vestiti, lo 
riempiva di gioia. Ed era una gioia indescrivibile, 
sincera, liberatoria. Ogni persona che lo osservava lo 
avrebbe reso in un altro momento una figura teatrale e 
lui era una figura teatrale, un’ immagine stampata, così 
si sentiva il più delle volte, ma essendo consapevole di 
tutto quello che stava accadendo, essendo responsabile 
di tutto quello che sarebbe successo, sentiva i cardini 
di quel sistema finito fallire, incrinarsi e renderlo 
drammatico, osservando con un gusto che non aveva mai 
provato prima i suoi cani pisciare ovunque.

    C’erano i volti freschi, quelli di 
un’elite emergente cresciuta nell’oculata 
manipolazione delle borse tra Asia, 
Emirati Arabi e Londra, che venivano a 
rendere omaggio alla loro terra, la più 
saccheggiata, ormai costretta da mezzo 
secolo ad una costante futile prova di forza 
globale senza potersi permettere di tirare 
il fiato. C’erano anche quelli 
necrotici, rivitalizzati dal botulino, 
luminescenti come materiale fissile, 
pronti a irridere i giovani fotografi 
d’agenzia cacciatori di non si sa bene che 
residuo di anima. C’era il personale di 
servizio chiamato per nome, castigato in 
tuxedo scuri che passava inosservato e 
puntuale e c’era chi, essendo arrivato per 
l’evento da oltreoceano, aveva soggiornato 
pochi piani più in basso e per guadagnarsi la 
passeggiata sul tappeto rosso tanto quanto gli 
altri cadenzava il ritmo delle macchine ben più 
importanti con i vettori geometrici messi a 
disposizione dallo stesso hotel.

               
           People who shut their eyes to reality simply invite                  

               
           their own destruction, and anyone who insists on        

               
           remaining in a state of innocence long after that         

               
           in

nocence is dead turns himself into a monster         

               
               

               
               

   -James Baldwin

To my father with his motorbike,                  to my father the carpenter,                to my father                mother           
               To my friends.
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F

eathers of 
Forgiveness era la 
canzone che avevano 
cantato a 
squarciagola lungo 
l’Hudson River per 
tutta una notte 
l’estate di tre anni 
prima. Si fermavano 
ogni venti chilometri 

per guardare la distesa di rane 
schiacciate sull’asfalto alle loro spalle 
fino alla prima curva e a scopare nel 
retro della macchina con Sue, 
l’autostoppista imbottita di Dio solo 
sapeva cosa, che avevano imbarcato alla 
pompa di benzina vicino alla diga 
federale di Troy. Seguivano l’arpeggio 
iniziale con un sorrisino stretto, 
muovendo come un pendolo il mento, 
pronti a battere i pugni sul volante e le 
ginocchia ai colpi della batteria di Eddie 
Watkins e la voce di Ash Bowie che no, 
non aveva davvero niente a che fare con 
l’altro Bowie a meno che anche quel 
Bowie fosse un parente del North 
Carolina; in questo caso, pensò Daniel, 
i Bowie erano davvero una cazzo di 
famiglia di geni. Ogni volta che il brano 
ricominciava Agnès beveva un sorso di 
contraffattissimo whiskey scozzese da 
una fiaschetta che riversava poi sulla boc-
ca, la barba e il costume di Daniel mentre 
guidava attraverso l’infestazione di rane. 
- Cosa sono questi?- Disse Sue allungan-
dosi sulla cerata della tenda - che odore di 
merda -. Sotto il sedile anteriore riesumò 
le spoglie di tre branzini avvolti nella 
carta di giornale. - Merda, - disse Daniel. 
Agnès scoppiò a ridere. Brian doveva 
averli nascosti lì sotto 
scordandoseli al momento di partire 
quando era andato a visitare Agnès e 
Daniel pochi giorni prima all’ Ashram 
Volemosebbene - era così che lo 
chiamava ufficialmente- in Virginia; lì 
non era ammesso nessun tipo di carne e 
Brian non voleva trovarsi in uno 
spiacevole confronto con le illusioni di 
un vegano, una comune specie protetta 
in quelle riserve, tanto rabbiosa quanto 
gracile, che non voleva picchiare in virtù 
dell’ amicizia che provava verso i suoi due 
amici e la promessa che fino a quel 
momento aveva mantenuto con il suo 

maestro spirituale: un ex campione di savate in castigo ormai da sei anni in 
un’unità penitenziaria dello stato di New York per aver dato fuoco alla bandie-
ra di Israele in una caffetteria sulla centodecima nell’ upper west side. Con tre 
studenti della Columbia avvolti all’interno. Daniel accostò la macchina. Stava 
ancora cercando di liberarsi dalla cintura di sicurezza mentre le due facevano 
già volteggiare i tre cadaveri a mezz’aria, con le torce da campeggio trovate nel 
cruscotto infilate per via rettale al loro interno, correndo nude verso il fiume. 
 Arrivò sul piccolo molo di legno in tempo per vedere i pesci riempirsi di acqua 
attraverso i fori dei proiettili per poi affondare. Tre giorni di vacanza sulla terra 
ferma e si erano già disabituati al nuoto. - Icaro! Portami lontano Icaro! Portami 
lontano! - Agnès cercò di buttarsi a cavalcioni su Daniel mancandolo, perdendo 
l’equilibrio e improvvisando nei tre passi successivi un tuffo laterale. Tornò 
in superficie tra le bolle come un galleggiante incandescente, coperta di tutto 
quello che quell’insenatura aveva raccolto durante la stagione invernale, con 
gli occhi sbarrati in direzione della strada. Il gracidio delle rane venne coperto 
sempre di più dai Polvo. La Buick Le Sabre ondeggiava sul dislivello dissestato 
acquistando velocità scivolando sui viscidi corpi degli anfibi in amore. - Mio 
padre mi ammazza, - disse Agnès buttandosi verso la macchina - ci ammazza...- 
si corresse - Merda... Merda... Cazzo... Merdamerdamerdamerda-. Daniel le 
corse dietro più o meno ripetendo le stesse parole alchè Sue, avendo divorziato 
poche settimane prima dopo aver seguito un corso su cassetta di un guru cali-
forniano del miglioramento personale, usando la tecnica dell’ anticonformismo 
del terzo capitolo si lanciò verso la macchina con una falcata che bruciò i due 
urlando kawabonga. 

- Sue, - disse Agnès guardando la macchina ferma alle spalle di lei - grazie -. 
Tremavano davanti al fuoco che Daniel aveva allestito usando dei rametti secchi 
e i tre galloni rimanenti dalla tanica di benzina. - Sei forte,- riprese Daniel; 
-cazzo, non ho mai visto una cosa del genere-. Sue mostrò i bicipiti dilatando le 
narici a labbra strette scoppiando poi in una fragorosa risata. - Il mio ex marito 
è un militare- si fece seria. -È partito in Afghanistan per pagarsi la specialistica 
all’università ma laggiù è cambiato- Agnès, non aveva bisogno di 
chiarimenti, nessuna donna ne avrebbe avuto bisogno. Daniel guardò invece 
Sue con lo sguardo interrogativo di chi deve comprare una vocale. -Quando 
vieni malmenata e stuprata regolarmente imparare a difendersi non basta, devi 
diventare più forte-. Andò per frugare nella sua borsetta di cuoio ma Agnès si 
alzò di scatto - Offre la casa, - disse, allungandole dalla tasca della lunga 
pelliccia di coyote argentato che indossava un sacchetto di plastica ermetico 
per surgelati. - Portland, Oregon - aggiunse. Benedissero mentalmete il cielo 
stellato sopra di loro e la stella di quello stato. - E voi?- riprese Sue, - che fate? -. 
- Io sono stilista, sto lavorando alla mia seconda collezione- rispose Agnès che si 
smarcò velocemente dallo sguardo di Sue portando gli occhi verso il fuoco, 
accorgendosi di aver detto una frase che aveva usato ormai svariate centinaia 
di volte a cui sentiva da tempo di voler aggiungere qualcosa. Strinse i pugni. - 
È un genio, - cercò di argomentare Daniel - Se passi da Brooklyn tra un paio di 
settimane dovresti venire a trovarci nel nostro atelier, è a Bushwick, facciamo 
una festa, sai, torno in Italia, devo rinnovare il visto-.
 -Già- esclamò Agnès, un po’ avvilita strofinando il naso affettuosamente sulla 
sua spalla. - Abbiamo pensato di far coincidere la sfilata con una piccola 
festicciola- riprese Daniel. - Ci sposiamo a settembre! - aggiunse. Sue vide le 
vene delle braccia gonfiarsi e le mani farsi calde sentendo come un grande 
senso di pietà per Daniel che avrebbe voluto tradurre picchiandolo tantissimo; 
davvero tanto, fino a rompergli il costato i femori e il cranio con un grande 
masso appuntito come che tutta quella macroscopica debolezza non potesse 
esistere nella sua visione del mondo.  Si affrettò ad impastare il tabacco e l’erba 
contenuta nel sacchetto applicando il quinto capitolo del corso su cassetta 
chiamato “il distacco emotivo positivo dei popoli della Turingia”. - Due artisti 
allora- esclamò, trasformando quel nuovo sentimento che riconosceva come un 
improvviso viscerale disprezzo in qualcosa di simile ad una sincera curiosità - 
Mi sono sempre chiesta come fanno gli artisti a sopravvivere a New York City 
-. - Si adattano - disse Daniel portando le mani al fuoco. - Tre volte a settimana 
- seguitò Agnès - vengo pagata quattrocento dollari a notte per farmi toccare i 
piedi in un locale downtown, devo vestirmi elegante e stare seduta su una specie 
di sgabello. In pratica non devo fare altro che muoverli lentamente, tutto qui, 
nessun contatto col cliente -. - E non ti fa solletico? - La domanda di Sue, così 
pertinente, stupì Agnès che ogni qual volta si trovava a parlare del suo lavoro 
sentiva il fiato corto della famiglia in Maryland che aveva pagato più o meno 
quarantacinquemila dollari a semestre per la sua educazione universitaria. - 
Si, ma è un lavoro come un altro - disse Agnès. - Certo poi è sempre meglio che 
fare il cameriere immagino- replicò Sue azzardando una risata cercando di 
compiacere in qualche modo la nuova amica. 
- Hey -, sbottò Daniel pensando ai vari ristoranti dove aveva lavorato da 
clandestino. - E tu che lavoro fai Daniel? - riprese Sue irrigidendo la schiena 
consapevole di aver in qualche modo offeso il ragazzo. - Io?- chiese Daniel 
avvicinando l’indice allo sterno - 

Io cazzo sono un artista -. 

maestro spirituale: un ex campione di savate in castigo ormai da sei 
anni in un’unità penitenziaria dello stato di New York per aver dato 
fuoco alla bandiera di Israele in una caffetteria sulla centodecima nell’ 
upper west side. Con tre studenti della Columbia avvolti all’interno. 
Daniel accostò la macchina. Stava ancora cercando di liberarsi dalla 
cintura di sicurezza mentre le due facevano già volteggiare i tre 
cadaveri a mezz’aria, con le torce da campeggio trovate nel cruscotto 
infilate per via rettale al loro interno, correndo nude verso il fiume. 
   Arrivò sul piccolo molo di legno in tempo per vedere i pesci riempirsi 
di acqua attraverso i fori dei proiettili per poi affondare. Tre giorni di 
vacanza sulla terra ferma e si erano già disabituati al nuoto. - Icaro! 
Portami lontano Icaro! Portami lontano! - Agnès cercò di buttarsi a 
cavalcioni su Daniel mancandolo, perdendo l’equilibrio e 
improvvisando nei tre passi successivi un tuffo laterale. Tornò in 
superficie tra le bolle come un galleggiante incandescente, coperta di 
tutto quello che quell’insenatura aveva raccolto durante la stagione 
invernale, con gli occhi sbarrati in direzione della strada. Il gracidio 
delle rane venne coperto sempre di più dai Polvo. La Buick Le Sabre 
ondeggiava sul dislivello dissestato acquistando velocità scivolando 
sui viscidi corpi degli anfibi in amore. - Mio padre mi ammazza, - disse 
Agnès buttandosi verso la macchina - ci ammazza...- si corresse - 
Merda... Merda... Cazzo... Merdamerdamerdamerda-. Daniel le corse 
dietro più o meno ripetendo le stesse parole alchè Sue, avendo 
divorziato poche settimane prima dopo aver seguito un corso su 
cassetta di un guru californiano del miglioramento personale, usando 
la tecnica dell’ anticonformismo del terzo capitolo si lanciò verso la 
macchina con una falcata che bruciò i due urlando kawabonga. 

pompa di benzina vicino alla diga 
federale di Troy. Seguivano l’arpeggio 
iniziale con un sorrisino stretto, 
muovendo come un pendolo il mento, pronti 
a battere i pugni sul volante e le ginocchia 
ai colpi della batteria di Eddie Watkins e la 
voce di Ash Bowie che no, non aveva davvero 
niente a che fare con l’altro Bowie a meno che 
anche quel Bowie fosse un parente del North 
Carolina; in questo caso, pensò Daniel, 
i Bowie erano davvero una cazzo di famiglia 
di geni. Ogni volta che il brano ricominciava 
Agnès beveva un sorso di contraffattissimo 
whiskey scozzese da una fiaschetta che 
riversava poi sulla bocca, la barba e il 
costume di Daniel mentre guidava attraverso 
l’infestazione di rane. - Cosa sono questi?- 
Disse Sue allungandosi sulla cerata della 
tenda - che odore di merda -. Sotto il sedile 
anteriore riesumò le spoglie di tre branzini 
avvolti nella carta di giornale. - Merda, - disse 

TO Be COntinueD...
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My name is Giulia, I’ve been living in NY since 
October 2010, I’m a waitress and I’m learning video 

editing. Coming to New York was not a choice, it was 
natural for me to come to this city, I’ve always wanted 

to discover it.
Some of the most important people in my life are here 

with me, so I feel kind of at home; sometimes 
I miss my mum and dad.

The concept of home is changing for me, and right 
now it means having close friends nearby. 

“Elsewhere” means always having new things to see, 
experiences and stimuli, wherever that “elsewhere” 

may be.

My name is Camilla, I’m 22 years old, I was born in 
Brescia and at the moment I live in New York. The main 
reason for moving here, which was in October 2010, was 
for work: I’m the assistant to a photographer who lives 

in this city. I do miss my family and all the friends that I 
left in Milan, and certainly the union of all these people 
is what represents my “home”. Maybe one day New York 

will be my home.
“Elsewhere” I hope to see things I have not seen yet, and 

know things I do not know.

Italians in New York. 
October 
2010

Ph.Lele Saveri



I decided to provide the 
evidence of Giulia and 
Camilla’s New York 
experience by shooting on 
Coney Island, because our first 
meeting was around 3 years ago 
in a semi-abandoned 
amusement park in the suburbs 
of Milan. 
On that occasion we shot a 
fashion editorial for Vice Italia. 
I wanted to repeat and remem-
ber that experience in a similar 
location that represents the new 
city where Giulia and Camilla 
live now. Where better than 
Coney Island, abandoned 
amusement park, cliché of the 
story of international 
immigration and landmark 
of the Big Apple? 229

Lele Saveri, photographer, born in Rome, 
lives and works in New York.
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What I Have Not Written In Bold
Ph. Luca Campri with Fabrizio Ruffo

Styling Giovanni Dionisi with Nicolò Terraneo

Aaron - SEDUCTION Simone – SACRIFICE
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Luca – BETRAYAL Augustine – TRUTH



Elisa – LIE Giovanni – PAIN



Kiri & Lupo – FREEDOM

Luca – LISTENING



Benignocrespi4: www.studionext.it
Boboutic: www.boboutic.it

Boggi: www.boggi.it
Bonaudo: www.bonaudo.com

Calé Fragranze d’Autore: www.cale.it
Casadei: www.casadei.com

Carthusia – i Profumi di Capri: www.carthusia.it
Coliac: www.coliacmg.com 

ComeforBreakfast: www.comeforbreakfast.com
Dead Meat: www.deadmeat.it

Decotiis: leila.palermo@studionext.it
Federica Moretti: www.federicamorettihandmade.com
Grand Hotel et de Milan: www.grandhoteletdemilan.it

Ilaria Nistri: www.ilarianistri.com
Il sistema degli oggetti: www.ilsistemadeglioggetti.it

Marco de Vincenzo: www.marcodevincenzo.com
Mauro Grifoni: www.maurogrifoni.com

Nasomatto: www.nasomatto.com
Profumi del Forte: www.profumidelforte.it

Rolando Rocchetti: www.rolandorocchetti.com
Santagostino fine art jewellery: www.santagostinojewellery.net

Sara Lanzi:  www.saralanzi.it
Sharra Pagano: www.sharrapagano.it

Sigerson Morrison: www.sigersonmorrison.com
Silvio Betterelli: www.silviobetterelli.it

Solidea: www.solidea.com
Straf: www.straf.it

StudioNext: www.studionext.it
Tuscia: www.tuscia09.com
Vionnet: www.vionnet.com

Vernissage project: www.vernissageproject.com
Vivetta: www.vivetta.it

Photgraphers:
Alan Maglio: www.alanmaglio.com

Alice Schillaci: alice.schill@gmail.com
Fabrizio Ruffo: fabrizioruffo.blogspot.com  

Lele Saveri: www.lelesaveri.com
Luca Campri: www.lucadinosaurcampri.blogspot.com

Marco Marzocchi: www.marcomarzocchi.com
Matteo Serri: www.matteoserri.com

Paolo Consaga: www.consagaphoto.com
Raff Grosso: www.straff.dphoto.com
Sergio Lovati: sergio.lovati@libero.it
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